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Our Grange Corner

ORCHIDS FOR DICK
Dick Reed, who ls handling the
Members of Good Will Grange
fishing
and hunting publicity for
report several activities during thei
the State, along with his other
|
past week. The Ladies Circle accepted the invitation to meet Wed- J duties, with the Maine Developmen Commission, received a nice
nesday at the hospitable Winchen notice in the recent bulletin of
the Outdoor Writers' Association
bach home in Thomaston where on
of
America. Under the heading
excellent dinner was enjoyed and
"He L'arned Fast,” is the fol
a pleasant day spent. The next
meeting of the Circle will be July lowing. "This will surprise most
of you. Dick Reed, a good Out
24 at the Libby Homestead.
door
Writers' Association mem
At the meeting Thursday 35
members of Seven Tree Orange, ber, and whose copy telling of all
the fishing and hunting wonders
Union, were present and witli
of the Maine woods and streams,
other guests made an attendance
of 90. One of the features of the is adjudged by those who know
lecturer's program was the presence to be equal to that of any ln the
of the Staples sisters of Rockland country, has been on the Job
only two years and before that
who gave an exhibition of tap
dancing and other specialties. Sup he had no experience ln the field
at all ”
per was served.
Members with invited guests en
joyed a picnic supper last Tuesday I Burkett. Harold Overlock was reat Oakland Park with Edna instated, and Miss Cora Russell was
Overlock and Lula Libby in charge transferred from Mt. Pleasant
of arrangements.
Grange at West Rockport to the
• • • •
j Highlands Orange.
Warren Grange is recessed until!
____________
the last Tuesday, in August.
jn MuniclpaI court Saturday, LesThe third ’and’ fourth degrees lle
Paid »10 and costs' havln«
were conferred recently at High- pleaded guilty to leaving the scene
land Grange. East Warren, on Mrs.1 of an accident. His car was in colDorothy Overlock, Floyd Sanborn, lision with Dr H. J. Weisman’s on
Marguerite Sanborn and Stacy j Pleasant street.

THOMASTON LEGION FAIR
THURSDAY, JULY 18-nightonly

FRIDAY, JULY 19-afternoon and night

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor. WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions *3.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17,1897.

Bv Thr Roving Reporter

The full text of Wendell Willkie's campaign platform will
not be known until hls speech of acceptance has been deliv
ered, but out in Colorado the other day, where, incidentally,
he was greeted as "Mr. President," he said he would base hls
campaign on three major pledges, and he outlined them
with characteristic brevity—
"A united people without class consciousness, distinction
or hatred.
"Rehabilitation of the economic life.
"Building an adequate defense program.”
The enthusiasm for candidate Willkie spreads like wild
fire and the tremendous outburst for Mr. Roosevelt which
will be heard at the Democratic National Convenion, need
have no frightening effect. It ls easy enough to stampede a
Democratic convention for Roosevelt, but lt will not be so
easy to make the American voters third-timer goats.

NOT TO BE DUMPED
When Maine "passed” at the Republican National Con
vention, it passed up a glorious opportunity to cinch the
nomination of Wendell Wlllkie, and the four members re
sponsible for the stalling of the machine have been reminded
of it good and plenty. But the attempt to have J. Fred O'Con
nell resign the chairmanship of the State committee will have
about as much effect as asking Hitler and Mussolini to "be
good.” O'Connell is an old fox In Maine politics, but guessed
wrong on this Important occasion, and probably had his
reasons for Jumping aboard the Taft bandwagon. He may
have "miscalled names," but he is too valuable a cog In the
political wheel to be eliminated at this juncture.
I

The two-to-one majority ln the House for the Hatch bill
presages its early enactment to govern political activity and
campaign contributions in this election year. An important
amendment adopted by the House was that nuking the
measure effective Immediately upon its final approval, which
ties ln perfectly with the sentiments on the subject very
recently expressed by Wendell L. Willkie, as well as by the
President The law today forbids political activity on the.
part of Federal employes below the grade of department heads.
The new bill would extend the interdiction to State employes
paid In part or whole from Federal funds and would limit the
campaign contributions of any one (individual, corporation or
organization) to $6000 and the expenditures of a political com
mittee to *3,000,000.
It is wise legislation, but more to the point is its expres
sion of the popular will that money, from whatever source,
shall not rule election to office. Fresh in our minds is the
scandalous use of W.P.A. patronage to Influence the Demo
cratic primary results in 1938. The Hatch measures are the
sequel. But candor compels the admission that long before
the New Deal began practicing the art of putting the heat
on its beneficiaries a like abuse of principle was rife. This
was in Mr. Willkie’s mind when, at the press conference
immediately following hls nomination, he said one of his first
requests to the treasurer of the Republican National Com
mittee would be that he accept the provisions of the Hatch
bill, whether it was passed or not. “I am exceedingly hopeful,”
he emphasized, “that contributuions to this campaign—my
campaign—will be small in amounts and widely diffused. I
don't want any big contributions."
Well, it looks very much as If his wish would be fulfilled,
also as If we might escape this year a repetition of the cor
rupt pressure on WFA. workers "to keep our friends ln
power," in the words of Aubrey Williams. Incidentally, we
probably have Mr Williams, then Deputy WFA. Administra
tor, to thank, more than any other persou, for the popularity
of the Hatch legislation —Herald Tribune.

Cooked Food

Games For All
Band Concerts Both Nights
Parade Friday, July 19, Etarts at 6.00 P. M.
* * * All the usual floats * * * Novelty and com
edy sections * * ♦ With Cash Prizes for the
winners in each section * * * And in addition
this year's parade will have an entire section
made up of State Defense Units, including
anti-aircraft guns, etc.
SEE YOU AT THE FAIR!
84-85

Camden baseball fans are coming Clifford Warren Smith, a cousin
to Rockland in force tonight to see of Clifford Smith of Warrenton
if the Shells can repeat the some-, park, passed away ln New York
what sensational victory which they Sunday, after a prolonged illness,
won over the Pirates in Camden The deceased was a son of Clifford
Sunday. The two teams are the warren Smith, who was the only
best Knox County has seen In many
Of u,e ]ate Benjamin F. Smith
seasons, and the game should be a j The funeral services will be held
thriller. "Chuck" Ellis is expected ln New York this afternoon, Interto pitch for Rockland, and Camden ment taking place ln the family
will probably place Cole on the iot, Achorn cemetery Wednesday,
mound.
Rev. William E. Berger, rector of
St. Thomas Episcopal Church. Cam
den, will conduct the committal
service at 10 a. m.
The Appleton Community Club
ls having a benefit strawberry sup
per at the Community hall Wed
nesday night at 7.15.

SEARS
Order Office
OPENS IN NEW LOCATION

433 Main St., Rockland
THURSDAY, JULY 18
This attractive new Order Office is opened
for your convenience. The public is cordially
invited to visit the new quarters and see the
new Kitchen Units, Refrigerators, Rugs, Etc.,
on display.

SEHRS ORDER

"set sears'
OFFICE
SAVINGS!

TOPS in TASTE

E.&M?
Delicious New

433 Main Street, Foot ol Limerock St.
ROCKLAND, ME.

“The Black Cat”

A THREE-POINT PROGRAM

Aprons, Fir Pillows, Home Made Candy

jMAIMI CENTRAL BUS LIME

Volume 95.................. Number 85.

To The Summit or Bust

FROM WILLIAMS TO WILLKIE

NEW EXPRFSS SERVICE
4 Trips to Boston Dolly
2 Ex press Trips to Boston
Typical Fares
One Way Hound Trip
Rockland-Portland.
$185
$100
Rockland-Bar Harbor, 2 80
4 70
Ruikland-Bo.ton
1.40
8.1$
Koikland-New York.
6.15
11.10

THREE CENTS A COPY

[EDITORIAL]

—BEANO—

Fancy Work
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PINEAPPLE
ICE CREAM
At All E. & M. Dealers

There recently died ln this city
a woman whose donations to char
ity were unusually large, but sel
dom mentioned. It had been her
custom for years to set aside onequarter of her weekly earnings fbr
that purpose and whenever an In
stance of want came to her atten
tion she gave freely from that fund.
Conspicuously posted
windshield of some cars
thumbing" sign. Hitch
What's this, a train wreck? No, sir. It's a scene on the Mt. Washington cog railway, snapped by Alton ppr(ainl
^.,.^4
Hall Blacklngton. Note position of the locomotive boiler, necessary to keep water on the level.

PIRATES STRUCK A SWAG
But Will Seek Revenge From Camden
Shells At Community Park Tonight

on tlie
is a “no
hiking ls
excess

A well to do New Yorker who
Umpires, Oraffam and Richardson.
has a Summer home on a Penob
Scorer, Maude Winchenbach.
scot Bay lsland dropped Into the
Thorndike Hotel Ute other day
Indians Scalp Easterns
The Samoset Indians, after los after a long absence from the city.
ing io Thomaston a week ago scored "Haven't I seen you somewhere be
a 16-0 victory Sunday over tlie fore?" he Inquired of Nathan Berliawsky, Uie proprietor, who hap
Belfast Easterns.
Kinney of the Indians pitched a pened to be at the desk. "I guess
no-hit no-run game, and lt was you have,” was the reply; “I have
the ninth inning before Belfast sold you a Boston paper many
times." And lt was as a newsboy
could get a man on first.
Wiley, Jfodgkins and Watt led that Nate met the man who became
the batters with two hits apiece, a guest at his hotel.

At a meeting of the Camden plav- Heald, 2b ............ 3
ers after the Pirate game Sunday it Wood-yard, cf
was decided to Join Thomaston, Baum, c ...........
Rockport and Rockland in a four- ixird, ss
0 10
Wiley getting a double and triple.
team for the remainder of the sea- Wardsworth, lb
“I call lt the Harp Elm," and
Next Sunday the Indians play
son, playing two games a week, one Bennett, rf
William H. Thomas, caretaker at
the
Belfast
Red
Men.
The
score:
away and one at home. Thursday Boynton, If.....
Orand Army Hall, pointed to the
Samoset Indians
night will be the starting date and Richards, p, rf
giant elm which stands near the
any games that* have been played Cole, p ................. 1
ab r bh po a e
entrance to tliat establishment.
between these clubs will be dlsre- Crockett, rf ........ 0
Delay, ss_______ 5 3 1 0 7 1
How many have noticed this very
5
10*26
1
Annis. 3b _____ 6 2 1110
garded and the race will start over.
33
unusual tree which has six huge
Tonight's games — Camden at
• LaCrosse out for Collamore’s Foote, c ..............
3 41 8 0 0
branches 10 feet above the ground,
Rockland; Thomaston at Rockport. I interference.
Wiley, lb...... ........ 3 2 2 15 0 0
the six expanding into multiple
First league games will be—
Rockland
|
Kinney, p ............. 4 0 0 0 11 0
branches at tlie top.
ab r bh po a
July 18—Camden at Rockport; 1
Simmons, rf ........ 3 2 1 0 0 0
Thomaston at Rockland.
I Billings, ss ........ 4
Hodgkins, 2b ........ 4 12 2 10
A local dentist, whose father ls
Tuesday, July 23—Rockland at J Karl, cf .............. 4
Gahan, cf ............ 5 1110 0
also a dentist, tells the story of hts
Camden; Rockport at Thomaston.
Flanagan. 3b
5
Creamer, If _____ 2 1 0 0 0 0
early experience with a big fisher
Thursday, July 25—Camden at French, p.....
4
Watt, If ................ 2 0 2 0 0 0
man who entered his shop with a
Hiomaston; Rockland at Rockport Whitman, p .
2
37 16 11 27 20 1
swollen face and wanted a tooth
Tuesday, July 30—Rockport at McNeally. If
2
Belfast Easterns
extracted. Tne young dentist was
Rockland; Thomaston at Camden. LaCrosse, lb
4
ab r bhpo a e of modest size ln comparison with
Thursday, Aug. 1—Thomaston at Chisholm, rf
4
Staples, If .......... 4 0 0 3 1 0 hls customer, and the latter poohRockport; Camden at Rockland.
Collamore. ..
3
Cottrell, lb ....... J 4 0 0 9 0 0 poohed the Idea that he could ex
Tuesday, Aug. 6—Rockland at Bucklin ......
4
Cunlngham, c
3 0 0 6 3 2 tract the aching molar. And he
Thomaston; Rockport at Camden.
36 4 10 24 11
King, ss. p .....
3 0 0 0 3 4 was right, but at that moment the
Camden 5, Rockland 4
Rockland
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0—4 Thomas, 3b
3 0 0 3 0 1 dentist's father appeared. He didn't
The Pirates Journeyed to Camden Camden
0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2—5 Prue, rf ...‘.......
2 0 0 0 0 1 look much larger to the fisherman,
Sunday for the first meeting with
Three base hits, French, Heald Hustis, 2b ......
3 0 0 3 3 1 who again gave expression to skep
the Shells, expecting a victory, but Two base hits, French. LaCrosse, Oinis, cf .........
2 0 0 0 1 1 ticism. The senior dentist gave a
they reckoned on a much weaker Collamore, Miller, Baum. Struck Ames, p, ss.....
3 0 0 0 8 0 migtity pull, but the tooth still
team. Rockland scored ln the first out. by French 6. by Whitman 1.
27 0 0 24 19 10 stuck. And then he gave one of
on a walk to Billings, Johnny Karl's by Richards 3. by Cole 2. Base on
Two base hit, Wiley. Three base those little twists like the Japanese
sacrifice and French's first double. ball, off French 3. off Whitman 2, hit, Wiley. Struck out, by Kinney 8. . wrestler uses, and the refractory
Wadsworth worked French for a off Richards 2. Sacrifice hits, Karl, by Ames 4, by King 2. Base on balls,
tooth came out In the forceps,
walk In Camden's second Innina, Heald. Hit by pitcher, Woodward.
(Continued on Page Three)
"Well I'llbecusi.' said the flsherstole second and scored on Richards'
man.
first single.
Camden added two more off
This office was pleased last week
French ln the fourth on Bennett's
to receive a call from Lewis Crosby,
and Richards’ singles and Miller's
former athletic instructor ln Rock
double.
land High School, and who for a
Whitman took over tn the flfh
long time has been a valued mem
for Rockland and held Camden
ber of the Danvers (Mass.) High
scoreless until the last of the ninth.
School faculty. With him was an
In the sixth with the bases loaded
other former Rockland boy, Eliot
he pitched to Baum and forced him
Duncan, also of the Danvers facto ground out, pitching to first.
Excitement was rampant in the the ladder up behind him placed ulty. Both are members of Aurora
Rockland scored one ln the seventh
vicinity of the State Prison yester lt on top of the wall, and using it Lodge, F.A.M., and It is interesting
on a walk to Collamore, a single by
day while an Intensive search was as a bridge Jumped across to the 1 to note that there ls still another
Bucklin and a fielder’s choice.
Aurora member In that city, Willis
French’s long triple started off being conducted for James M grill window on tne outside. He
Thorpe,
a chemist.
Rockland's eighth, followed bv Mitchell, a lifer who had escaped at was sliding down this window
Whitman's double. LaCrosse singled 2 o'clock tliat morning. The con when Oeorge Buzzell one of the
He went into the general store at
and here Camden changed pitchers vict remained in hiding during the guards noticed his reflection against
I Liberty one day and inquired the
Cole for Richards. Buddy Chisholm
the window.
day in nearby woods, his liberty
! price of sulphur. "Eight cents a
greeted Cole with a single, driving
The guards are unarmed and [ pound," replied the merchant,
ln two runs. Collamore grounded threatened by a dog which had been Buzzell was powerless to prevent
j "Eight cents!" exclaimed the cus
out and LaCrosse crossed the plate placed on hls track. Braving dis the get-away. He notified Capt.
tomer; “why I can go over to Bel
safely with the third run of Rock covery he made hls way back to the Harold Vinal and the general alarm
fast and buy all I want for five
land’s In that inning only to be prison yard late last night, and was was sounded. When last seen the
cents
a pound." “Yes," said the
called out for Interference by Col seen from the guard room by Roy fugitive was headed in a northerly
merchant, "and you can go to hell
lamore at first base.
A
Burton, a guard. The recapture direction toward the woods.
,, , and set all you want for nothing."
Doub Heald greeted Whitman with was made by another guard, M posse of, „
25 men was quickly in ....
,,
1 A bit profane, but it expressed the
a lusty triple, first man up for Cam B. McLellan, and the fugitive made pursuit, but dawn was several hours
den ln the ninth. Woodward was no attempt to resist the officer, who away and Mitchell had no trouble merchant's Innermost sentiment.
hit by a pitched ball and Baum, who was armed with a revolver.
eluding his pursuers.
_ .
....
.
Will A J ^e klnd!y call at this
was going to be walked to fill the
T is was Mitchells second escape Offlce an(j inspect some old coins,
The mystery of how the convict
I bases, tapped the first pitch to right escaped from the quarters over the, from the Prison, his first break African and foreign,
which have
j field, scoring the tlelng and winning
east wing cell block, which he oc- ! having been made ln 1934, with two
left in The Black Cat's care
I runs.
cupied in his capacity as radio op- other lifers. All were recaptured, by Mrs. Fred A. Young of North
French, while not so hot in the erator, was explained to the offl- hut Mitchell remained at liberty for
Haven. Also some old stamps.
■ box, led the hitters with two doubles cials by Mitchell, who said he had three days.
and a triple, while Richards besides manufactured a brass key which en
No sooner is a suggestion purred
doing a good job on the mound, abled him to unlock the door.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM by The Black Cat than faithful
collected three hits as did Baum.
Mitchell was convicted of a re
If I bad my me to live again 1 readers alertly respond. Mention
The score;
volting sex crime having slain and would have made a rule to read some of high-numbered Massachusetts
Camden
poetry
and listen to some mualc at
mutilated a young woman whom least once
a week The lose of tbeee license plates has resulted in the
ab r bh po a c
he was alleged to have ravished. tastes Is a loss of happiness.-Charles report of a Bay State car with
Miller, 3b ............ 5 0 2 3 1 1
Darwin
Attempt was made by the murderer
figures 774,447 noted Sunday on
to dispose of the body by cutting FROM "THE MEKCll \NT OF VENICE" South Maiu street by Miss Louise
sweet the moonlight sleeps upon
lt into pieces and depositing them "How this
McIntosh.
hank!
—o —
in a furnace. Mitchell was com Here will we alt. and let the sounds ol
music
mitted to the State Prison Sept. Creep in our ears; soft stillness and
One year ago: Maine County
20, 1930.
Become the touches oi sweet harmony Commissioners held their annual
Making hls way into the prison sit. Jeaaiea; look how the door of convention til this city, with a
heaven
,
UNUSUAL GIFTS
yard after escaping from his quar is thick inlaid with patines of bright banquet at Witham's Lobster
At
ters Mitchell entered the wood There’s not the smaUest orb which IUound, and visits to the State
behold'at.
Prison and "Montpelier.”—I. LawCapt’s Wade’s Homestead shop, procured a ladder and placed But lnthou
hls motion like an angel sings.
it
against
a
grill
window
on
the
StlU
qulrl
ng
to
the
young-eyed
Cheru

ton Bray was elected chairman of
Friendship St., Off Route I
binis;
inside of the yard.
WALDOBORO, ME.
Such harmony la ln Immortal souls; the Knox County Red Cross Chap
TEL. 38
Climbing the ladder a distance But whilst this muddy vesture of
ter—Dr. Edward W. Peaslee was
decay
Kay Gaul, Manager
of about 15 feet he reached the Doth grossly close ln tt, we cannot In Milwaukee attending the Ameri
hear lt."
ei’S87-pl top of the window, and drawing
can Dental Convention,
,
—Shakespeare

“LIFER” WAS AT LARGE

But Convict James Mitchell Was Recap
tured the Same Day Of His Escap e

WALD0B0R0
GIFT SHOP

The Courier-Gazette
TPREK-TIMES-A-WEKB

Then the Lord rained upon So
dom and Gomorrah brimstone and
flre from the Lord out of Heaven.
—Gen. 19: 24.

Every-Ottrer-Oay
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SOFTBALL

$

By MOSIIER

H. Talbot. Indies.......
Hodgkins. Texaco
Lord. Amoco
Fiore, V B.

43 19 18
38 10 16
30 14 12
30 8 12

409
407
.400
.400

Leading Pitchers

Bond. Russell McIntosh, who has
been visiting for the past two weeks
returned home with them.
2A«*
Capt. John B. MacKenzie of the
American Republic Lines. New
JUNE COTE
York, is at Hosmer s Pond for the
Correspondent
1 Summer.
£££
The Maine Law Officers IdentifiTel. 713
cation Association will meet here
Mrs. Weston P. Holman will be Thursday. The meeting and shore
hostess to the Methodist Ladies Aid dinner will be at Sherman's Point,
made by
Wednesday at 2 o'clock at her home arrangements being
Charles Spruce, identification of
on Mountain street.
Mr and Mrs. George McIntosh ficer in Camden, assisted by Leon
of Needham. Mass., were weekend Poland and Allan Payson. Lieut.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard H Leon Sheppard of Augusta will pre
side at the meeting.
Tie Friday Club will hold a cov
Snow's ........ .
3 0 1 5 2 0 x—11 ered dish picnic Saturday at Mrs.
Two base hits, DeVeber 2, Dowl- ] Frank Handley's cottage. Meguning, Frye, Small. V. Crockett, L. i ticook Lake. Members are askod
Raye. Three base hit, Topping.
, to take dishes and furnish their
Home run. Willis. Sacrifices. 6, I transportation.
Goldberg 2. Base on balls, off Gray ,
I Mr. and Mrs. Louis Upton of
1. Willis 1. Umpires, Tripp ar.d
North Reading. Mass, are visiting
Freeman.
their daughter and son-in-law. Dr.
and Mrs Harry G. Tounge. Jr.
Perry s Market 12, A. & P. 5

EAST LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs Fleetwood Pride and
two sons of Abbot were weekend
visitors at George McLain's. The
oider son, Fleetwood remained to
assist with the haying.
Paul Bennett has returned to Everett. Mass., after several weeks'
visit with his aunt. Hazel Adams.
Late visitors at tlie home of Mr.

CAMDEN

and Mrs. Herbert Skinner were Rev. of roses, daisies, delphinium, lark
and Mrs. Will Kelley of Oakland. spur and asparagus.
Miss Clara Eastman and Mrs. Nina,
The double ring service was perRussell of Warren and Mrs. Dcna
‘
formed
by Rev. Harold W Nutter.
Stevens of Augusta.
A buffet lunch was served by
Colby-Stevens
Mrs. Richard Bagley and Mrs. Law
A party of relatives and friends to
rence Colby. Tie bride cut the
tVie nlimber of 25 from Augusta.
wedding cake and had charge of
Waldoboro, Searsmont, Appleton, tlie guest book.
and liberty gathered July 10 at the \ The groom is the son of Mrs.
llomr of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Skin- Skinner. He was graduated from
ner to witness the marriage of Lloyd Liberty High School in 1932.
O. -Colby and Miss Cleola I. Stevens.
The bride, formerly of Fort Falr'Ahe bride was becomingly dressed field, ls the daughter of Mr. and
in powder blue georgette and car- Mrs. Miles Stevens She was gradried pink roses. Avis McLain, the i uated from Walker High School ln
brid'U;matd, was dressed in white June of this year
voile and carried white and pink
Both are popular young people
rosee.
Charlie Howes» was best and a deluge of good wishes is exmaia.
tended to them by their many
T»he house decorations consisted friends.

Pet.
W
1.000
7
Bisbee. Amoco
1 000
1
J. Talbot. Indies
1.000
1
Cook. Texaco
1.000 I
1
Mosher. Perry s
.700
7
Boynton. Indies .
An Ocean Heritage, by Sara Ware
.667
6
Keefe. A&P.
Edward J. Walsh is on a business
Bassett, published by Doubleday,
667
2
Brackett, Amoco
trip to Boston and New York.
Doran and Co. of New York
.667
2
League Standing
Knowlton. Texaco
Russell Rich of Philadelphia has
Another of the Bellport stories
.571
Pet, ' Arico. Elks .........
4
W.
L.
been guest for a week of his mother
that this author has made so full of Amoco
900
1
9
Mrs. A. W. Rich.
homely charm, within the Cape Cod j Indies
.667 Snow's 11. Van Baalen 4
4
8
Burton York of Belfast and Don
region, so dear to the hearts of thou i A. & P
.545
5
Snow's Shipyard crawled out of
6
ald Adams of Solon are visiting
sands.
The salty, picturesque.' Texac0
545 the cellar for the first time thia
6
5
Mrs. Maud Porter for a week.
friendly village people appeal to the | £lks
.538 season when they won their second
7
6
Geoige Karger, a photographer
reading public, like a visit with home
xiarket . 5
.417 game in a row with an 11 to 4 de
7
from Life Magazine came here
folks, and Mrs. Bassett's clean-cut Snow's Shipyard 3
.250 cision over Van Baalen Sunday.
9
Sunday to' take pictures of the
characters stand for the better life Van Baalen
10
.231 i Their attack on Gray and Epstein
3
Swift Windjammer Cruise. Mr.
and a sweeter taste in the mouth
J totalled 14 blows, with more than
Karger. Mrs. Richard Foxwell. Mrs.
Games This Week
than mucn of recent fiction.
' half of them being for extra bases.
Alfred Swett, Mrs. Robert Smith
Tonight—Indies vs. Texaco.
The story carries one as far as
Six doubles, a triple and homer
j anci Miss Betty Wagner joined tiie
Wednesday — Van Baalen vs.
California and back again. The
were included, but E. Crockett’s
I regular cruise Monday to assist in
whole impulse of this author's books Texaco.
three singles were high for the day.
Miss
Lillian
Kennedy
of
Brook| the filming They will be picked
Perry's Market won their first
Thursday—Snow’s vs. A. & P.
ls high-hearted and worthy, good
Ea«h team scored three times in
line.
Mass.,
is
visiting
Dr.
and
Mrs.
I up today by tlie "Sea Lion."
game
under
their
rew
manager
last
Friday
—
Elks
vs.
Texaco.
light and charming reading for
the first inning, but Van Baalen
The screen production of Rachel
night
by
defeating
the
A.
&
P.
12
J.
G.
Hutchins.
hammock days and days of restful
The release of tlie averages gives I lost the range right there, while
Crother's
prize play. "Susan alid
to
5.
After
spotting
A.
&
P.
four
thinking.
Recent arrivals at Whitehall Inn
one a good idea why Amoco is on Snow's kept hammering away, drivwill be at the Comlcfue
.Tlie book is well bound, like all top. They have flve regulars hit ' ing Gray from the box in the runs in the first inning, Perrys are Admiral and Mrs. Joseph God
came back with two doubles, two Strauss of Washington. D. C., Mrs. Theatre Wednesday and Thursday
books from this publishing estab ting .400 or better. And yet. Snow
fourth. The score:
lishment, ar.d the print is excellent, is next with three on the list, and
singles and a homer, all after two
Kimball of Winnetka. Ill.,
Joan Crawford and Frederic
Van Baalen
with unerring character portrayal they have just left the cellar.
I were out, to grab the lead They John I. Borland of Chicago, Wil- j March and an all-star cast. The
ab r bh po a e were never headed as they added liam Kimball. Jr„ of Stamford. 1 feature today is Saturday s Chlland strong, happy ending, what
Sunday’s game was enlivened^'
Woythaler, cf
0 I' four more in the second, and Rack- | calif., Rosario Scalero.
more can one ask?
K S. F.
Scalero, head of the ' dret)
clrei), wi
with John Garfield and Anne ,
a number of arguments. And they
S. Goldberg, if
0 ' liff became very stingy, allow!
lowing-» (Composition Department of the I Shirley. Today is also Short SubIn packages and tea-bags at your grocer's
all seemed to go the same way.
Seavey, 3b
j'JecU day.
(
1 only one more run the rest of the | Curtis
Institute of Music in Phila
Kent Glover made a handsome
Hawkins, ss ...
0 game. Tate Connon didn't hurt delphia. John K Crowell of Win
clutch of Mazzeos pop foul ln the
Fiore, rf ..........
0 I his batting average any, with two netka. Ill.. Mrs. Audrey Parker and
sixth last night, rhls boy is light
Feathered Friends Are
S. Gray, lb
doubles and a triple out of four. children of Oxford. England and
ning in getting out of that box.
L. Raye, c ,.
Scarce—Ever Hear Of
The score:
Mrs A. C. Davis of New York City.
Tate Connon crossed up the A
V. Raye. r
Wooden Roses?
& P. outfield his second time at
A. A P.
Mr. and Mrs. George McIntyre
M. Goldberg 2b
ab r bh PO a e of Framingham are visiting Mr.
bat last night when he lifted one
R.
Gray,
p
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
4 1 2 1 0 0 and Mrs Oliver Mayhew.
into left field. The fact that the
Mazzeo. r .......
July is passing swiftly and soon ball went a mile into the air and Epstein, p
: A. Johnson, 2b
4 0 0 0 0 1 1 Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Howard
'Levinthal
tha Summer will be on the wane still dropped safely gives an idea
] Peterson, c.......... 3 1 1 2 0 11 of Union City, Conn., have been
♦Tibbetts.
4 1 1 2 2 1 visitors at the home of Mr. and
Oney. 3b........
Farmers have had difficulty in of how successful he was.
| Higgins, lb....
The Texacos fourth place posi
3 1 2 7 0 0 1 Mrs John McDonald.
harvesting hay. with so many damp
29 4 7 18 5 3
tion is very much in danger this
i Cuccinello, ss
3 1 3 1 1 0
JULY15-2°
days.
Snow's Shipyards
Miss Marion Ferguson of Port
week. Indies tonight and Elks Fri
i V. Johnson, rf
3 0 1 0 0 1
ab r bh po a
land is guest of Miss Dorothy
We never had so few birds nest day. means they have got to play
I Hobbs, rf .
0 0 0 0 1 0
Cates, rf .............
ing in the bird houses and I think ball to stay there.
Mason, cf.....
3 0 0 3 0 0 Walsh.
REGULAR
LA TOURAINE
Blackman, rf
it is due to the lack of warm days.
Wendefl Oillchrest. mate on the
DRIP oi
3 0 1 0 2 0
Keefe, p
LB 25C
COFFEE
Topping.
3b
Leading
Batters
SILEX GRIND
None of our little swallows is build
! Seliger. If ....
3 0 1 2 0 0 schooner Sea Fox. spent the week- |
Carter.
3b
...........
(Six
or
more
games
>
ing for the second time, and the
end with his parents. Mr and Mrs.
SUNSHINE
ab r bh ave. DeVeber. r
first young have flown.
t
33 5 12 18 6 4 Fred GillArest.
2 CANS ,9c
ORANGE JUICE
• • • •
W. Connon, Perry . ... 25 11 14 .569
Miss Helen Dougherty is on va
Perry's Market
•
I wonder if you ever saw any H. Glover. Elks
... 46 16 24 .522
ab r bh PO a e cation from her duties at the Knox
CAMPBELL'S
wooden roses? No. I'm not joking, N. Connon, Indies .... 37 17 18 487 Small, ss
Mrs. Alta
Glover, c .....
4 1 1 2 1 0 County Trust Co.
TOMATO JUICE 3 "aE 23c
for I have a dozen of them. They Murgita, V. B ....... .... 31 10 15 484
4 2 2 4 0 0 Henry of Thomaston is substituting.
McCarty, If .
are a shining mauve to brown in Welch. Amoco ....... ..... 29 13 14 483
Connon. lb ..
4 2 3 9 1 °l Rev and Mrs W. J. Cornish have
CAMPBELL'S
color, in size like a large tulip, with Chaples. Elks
.... 23 6 11 478 V. Crockett, lb
0 1 1 returned to Calais after a visit with
LaCrosse.
2b
.
2
1
1
similar petals, and in the middle F. Wink. Amoco . ._. 36 18 17 472 E. Crockett. It
TOMATO SOUP 3 CANS 25c
McPhee, ss
2 1 1 2 3 0 Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Walsh.
of each flower is a round ball ol , Oney. A. & P
32 6 15 469 Willis, p
Anderson, 3b
3 1 1 1 2 2 1 Miss Lucine Arau, Mrs. Mildred
KELLOGG'S
the same color.
Valenta. Amoto
.... 23 15 10 435
Dudley, r ...
2 2 2 1 0 0 Oliver and Miss Louise Dyer have
These flowers grow in the Bisbee. Amoco........ .... 30 11 is .433
3 PKGS 21c
37 11 14 21 8 6
CORN FLAKES
Duff, cf ........
.200 1 0 0
Hawaiian islands and they're not Dowling. Snow• Batted for Gray in fourth,
.... 38 12
421
.212 1 0 0
really flowers but seed pods. They Topping. Snow ...
t Batted for M. Goldberg ln Taylor, rf .....
38 10 16 421
Rackllff.
p
....
3 11 0 0 0 University of Maine.
grow on a vine, after the real DeVeber. Snow . ... 31 12 IS .419 seventh.
*
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Luby and
flowers, which are yellow in color, K Glover. Perry's .
... 3 0 0 0 0 1 0— 4
WELCH’S GRAPE JUKE
29
12 414 Van Baalen
28 12 14 21 8 3 family of Roselle. N. J . are occupy
have gone by. And, as I under
>•
(DOCTORS RECOMMEND IT)
4 0 1 0 0 0 0-5 ing one of the Fuller cottages at
A. & P
Jstood, the wooden roses come out
I Perry's .... 5 4 1 0 0 2 X—12 Mcgunticook Lake for two weeks.
Y
on different parts of the vine than
PINT BOTTLES 2 FOR 45c
Two
base
hits.
McCarty
Connon
the flowers The petals cf the
, 2, LaCrosse. Three base hit, Con
wooden vases are stiff and like th;n
non. Home run. Dudley. Stolen
veneer wcod ln texture. In th"
m»y »#«t the Heart
QUART BOTTLES
EACH 43c
bases. Mazzeo. Keefe. Sacrifice. Oo trapped to lha itoaarh or rull»i may art F.ka •
center are large black seeds and
fc&lr
on tha heert. At tha flrat atfc ot dlitraet
Duff
Base
on
balls,
off
Raekliff
2,
mart
men
aod
women
depend
on
Ball-ana
Tab
lata
ta
we have planted some to see if
•rt CM fraa. No lataUea but made of tba faitaaiKeefe 4 Struck out. by Keeffe 1- •etinc medlelnaa known for arid LndtcwUon. If tba
they will grow indcor.
It is said
FIRHT I>081 doaan't »rava BM1 ana bnuw rauirn
Umpires.
Tripp
and
Freeman.
fcaula ta u> and reealre DOVBLK Mom? BatA. 2X
that these wooden rcses sell for $1
LIGH1 MEAT
to $3 a dozen. Mine were given to
CAN ,7c
TUNA FISH
me by Mrs. Kate Akers, who left
Rockland Friday for a cross coun
FANCY-SMALL
try motor trip to California, whence
2 CANS 29c
SHRIMP
she will sail for her home in Hono
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
lulu, where her husband is ln Gov
I have several Houses and Farms at
ernment Naval employ. Mrs. Akers
Very Reasonable Prices
NORTH SEA
will be greatly missed by her
If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
friends, all cf whom wish her a
CRABMEAT
REG CAN 2,C
happy voyage home
SALADA TEA
at once
• • • •
Terms ran be arranged on some of them.
STOKELY'S
To the friends who would per
RED
and
283
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND.
ME.
TEL.
1154
OR
333
&
B
39c
2ca°nI29c
haps like a word about the writer.
HONEY POD PEAS SWEET
LABEL
TENDER
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
I can only say I am. with God's
8iT&atf
help carrying on, but it has been
SPLENDID—MAINE
BROWN W 34c
LABEL
and still is. a hard fight.
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN 2 c%! 20c
May God be with you all, giving
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
you every good gift.
of the
Nancy S Savage.
PLAIN GELATINE
2 PKGS 27c
PLYMOUTH ROCK or COFFEE JELLY
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Book Review

LEAGUE

Invigorating!

Pl

SALADS
ICED TEA

Happy Hope Farm

foodwaui.es
because when
you shop at

NATIONWIDE

you put money
back in your
purse with the
savings on
QUALITY !

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

INDIGESTION

V. F. STUDLEY

Think of a $2.50 allowance on
your old tires, regardless of condi
tion. That's what we make toward
our new First Line Atlas Tres at
Chapman's Esso Station. Walter
Butler Square —adv.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

President: Frank W. Fuller
Treasurer: Edward J. Hellier
Asst. Treas.: Annie B. Blackington
AssL Treas.: Sidney H. Pierre
Trustees: N. F. Cobb, Frank W. Fuller. W. A. Glover, A. L. Ome,
W. W. Spear
Virginia Grey and Charles Coburn in a dramatic moment from “The
Organized April 18, 1868
Captain Is a Lady.” Heart-catching tale of New England sea captain who
ASSETS
invades an Old Indies' Home, the new picture also features Beulah Bondi,
PUBLIC FUNDS:
Helen Broderick. Billie Burke and Dan Dailey, Jr.
United States Government
$1,673,092 39 1
Home Owners Loan Corporation
99,500 00
41475 00
Dominion of Canada
. •......................
38,102 01
Maine: State. Counties and Municipalities .....................
32.409 oo
50,906 26
Federal Farm Mortjjaces
Get a Ioan in cold cash—
STEAM RAILROADS:
1
125 to $250 or more.
.....................
35,607 59
It’s simple
All you need
05
..................... 239,431
Out of Maine
Ls the ability to make con
venient
monthly payments.
32,710 0)
TELEPHONE COMPANIES
.............
Write in or phone today!
OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES:
Charges 3% on Unpaid Month
39437 51
In Maine
ly balance up to $150. 2’-,%
301422 30
Monthly on Balance above
fhnall Loan Statute License 1
CORPORATIONS:
FOI A Rnwwil loan sti THC
179.963 75
In Maine
20490 09
Out of Maine
780 on
GUARANTEED MORTGAGE BONDS...............
FINANCE CO. I
WATER BONDS:
1
9,825 01
2nd. Floor, Krcsgrno
...................40,000
Bldg , Rm. 201. 241
Water Street, Au
20.100 01
BANK STOCK
gusta. Maine. Tel.
68,995 76
OTHER STOCK
1153.
LOANS:
kr GOOD HOUStMtriNO
241421 96
ON MORTGAGES OF REAL ESTATE
odradiMd fher.in
23,354 68
ON COLLATERAL
................
9.000 00
RFAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
79. 81 88
558 30
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES .........................
CASH AND DUE FROM BANKS .................. . ..... ................ ...... 297.192 15

COLD CASH

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

forZWdays

NOTICE!

In accordance with Governor
Barrows' proclamation of June 14,
1946, calling for registration of all
aliens in the State, we, the under
signed request that all such aliens
living in Rockland, appear at the
Assessors’ office at once for regis
tration.
(Signed)
A. J. Bird,
Willis I. Ayer,
Tyler M. Coombs,
77tf
Board of Assessors

DEPOSITS
)RESERVE FUND ..........
SPECIAL RESERVE
UNDIVIDED PROFITS
DEBENTURES ...........
CLUB DEPOSITS
OTHER LIABILITIES

31
01
73
98

$3,495,685 78
ANDREW J. BECK.
Bank Commissioner

Jean Hersholt in a scene from "Ur. Christian Meets Women.’

85-lt

|5C

!2 CANS

,9C

KID GLOVE

Sunshine

GRAHAM
CRACKERS
NOURISHING LUNCH
FOI YOUNGSTERS
ANO GROWN-UPS-

19’

POPCORN

READY TO EAT

2lkbg,9c

SUNSWEET PRUNES tenderized
FLIT

2 2a°nzs ,9c

KILLS ALL INSECTS

AEROXON

FLY RIBBONS

4

ON GUARD DOG FOOD
JACK

AND

JILL CAT FOOD

VaSuiA iH'f/eo&k fiutectoni
25c
19c
ROLLS 21c

SCOTTISSUE

3 ROLLS

WALDORF

4
2

SCOTTOWELS

TEAR EASY

LUX FLAKES

FOR

6

TALL
cans

0v
25c

3

TALL
CANS

AA
2O<

9c

IVORY SOAP
2 ba% 19c

ROILS

43

on

CAN

RED CHERRIES for pies

311
$2,836,685
146,967
40,000
153425
296.000
23,065
141

25e

BOTS

STOKELY'S—PITTED

$3,495,685 78
LIABILITIES

2

SPLENDID CATSUP

at shown by its books June 24, 1940

SMALL
PKG

2
10c

MED
BARS

-

1I<

LARGE
PKG

2U

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Red Cross work will be done to
day from 2 to 4 o'clock in the Con
gregational vestry.

***»*• uke AS PEAS IN A POD

ware of an attack with ideas rather injustices, this making democracy
than guns.
effective. He is of the opinion that
"We have free press, free speech both schools and civic organiza
and freedom of thought," he de tions can do much ln this direction
clared. "Lets all use these me
Tlie evening discussion centered
diums to stamp out or eradicate on the European War and fifth
subversive activities and the com column activities.
placent and compromising attitude
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence spoke on
of our people."
"How to Use Leisure Time." The
In connection with the third older person, if he so desires should
point, "we must educate." he quot- take up the study of art, music or
ed from a noted college president whatever suits his fancy as a
as to the importance of education hobby, she believes or he could
In relation to the preservation of make something to hand down as
liberty. Schools should not only an heirloom. In the case of emteach what a democracy is but broidery, one should be careful to
should serve as an example of the use fast colors and durable mademocratic way of life, he pointed terlal such as linen, she explained,
out, and every child and adult as It must survive the passage of
should learn or relearn the prln- time.
clples under which this country
Tlie next meeting ls to be held
has progressed for the past 150 at Mrs. Alden Ulmers, July 26.
years, quoting from noted educators,
M. G„ Assistant Secretary
he emphasized the fact that It ls
-----------------necessary to put our house ln orFedertl foods are being dispensed
der and correct social abuses and at the City 8tore today.
t —— — —— — — ■
——

Educational Club

Members Hear Congres
Over the Bounding Main
Nelson Rokes, dispatcher for the
sional Candidate and a
Goes Sch. Lillian With
American Air Lines at Cincinnati,
New Rockland Attorney
Landlubbers Aboard
arrived yesterday for a brief visit
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ar
The Woman's Educational Club
Tlie two-masted schooner Lillian
July 17- Owls Head Orange fair at
thur L. Rokes, Limerock street.
Town hall.
held
a profitable session at the
docked at McLoon's Wharf Sunday
July 17—Waldoboro Woman's Club
festival at High School auditorium
home
of Mrs. Minnie Miles Friday
A ship model "mechanically night, sailing again yesterday foreJuly 17—Annual picnic of Shake
spare Society at Crawford Lake
afternoon
and evening.
right" is on display ln the window noon. On board are 15 men and
July 18—Waldoboro—Woman's Club
festival at High School auditorium
of Burpee Furniture Co. It was women off for a cruise to Mount
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham and Mrs
July 18-18 — Thomaston — American
built by Howard Brown, 78, long a Desert Island.
Legion fair
Ida Simmons led the membership
July 18—Camden—Benefit concert at master shipbuilder, with Cobb-But
Opera House
The Lillian, formerly owned by
drive and as a reward were made
ler Co., I. L. Sncw Co. and other
first and second vice presidents.
Capt. Frank Lash of Friendship,
firms.
The Rockport Farm Bureau meets
A telegram from Congresswoman
was refitted at Jhe Morse shipyard
Thursday with Mrs. Arthur An
in Thomaston by Managing Owner
Margaret Chase Smith ln response
Winslow-Holbrook
Post
has
ac

drews, Olen Cove. Picnic dinner;
Donald P. Hurd, a Boston portrait
to one sent by the club was read
members are asked to take their cepted an invitation to march in
and it stated that she ls support
Thursday
night's
parade
of
ThomP
ainter
Associated
with
Mr.
Hurd
own dishes.
ing all defense measures and that
aston's Legion Fair. All members ln conducting 11 cruises this sumimmediate action was being taken.
are
asked
to
meet
at
6
o'clock
,
mer
is
Da
y
ton
Newton,
head
of
the
The management of the New
She ls urging a Summer session
Thorndike Hotel has resumed Thursday night at Thomaston Fair muslc department of Rye (N. Y.)
for Congress.
Oround.
Wear
uniforms
if
possible
School
charge of the dining hall, with as
Capt. Eliner Greenlaw of Rock
Poems were read by Mrs. Zalds
surance to the guests that the best otherwise, service caps.
land is master of the vessel, and
Winslow
and Mrs. Eva Loring, exof service will be given.
A telephone messsage from Mrs. ' ihembers of the crew are Ralph
Mayor Edwin Beauchamp of Lewlston spoke concerning National de- I
Hallowell firemen are working E. C. Herrick of Newton Center, Howlett of Boston, Fred Gage and
fense as it affects Maine. He is of
hard to make the approaching Mass., Sunday brought news of the Milton Smith of Thomaston, and
Robert
Brushingham
of
Sarasota.
the opinion that there is an urgent (
death
of
Capt.
J.
Weston
Hall,
for

State muster a success.
Chief
Fla.
need for a larger appropriation of ;
Den&more stated Sunday that 12 mer Rockland resident, who passed
ANNOUNCING
Sleeping accommodations are two
money for defense purposes. Maine I
handtubs have been definitely en away suddenly in Portland, Ore.
ls ln great need of airplanes and I
tered with the expectation that Capt. Hall, who sailed out of this ibunk rooms bullt below deck
located near what was the cargo
guns as many of those that we
there will be six more before Friday port many years, is survived by
hatch of the coaster. The din
have are obsolete and will not be j
four
children
and
a
brother.
night's deadline.
ing room ht.s a long table which is
George E. and Herbert W. Hoche, twin sons of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert effective. Airports are greatly i
Word comes from the Bay State hinged to give more space when Hoche of School street. Rockport, were two years old Saturday, and life needed ln Maine, also as many of I
AS
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Hocking
seems to have agreed with them. Disaster seems to have overtaken their those in this State are inadequate. I
not ln use.
of St. George recently entertained that the World War Naval Reserv
The vessel returns to Rockland "car," but what care they? They're more interested in the camera birdie. In the open forums Mr. Beauchamp I
distinguished guests at their Sum ists are mobilizing for their ad
—Photo by Dow.
Saturday and another group of va
vance
on
Rockland.
The
vanguard
answered in a competent manner I
mer home "The Ledges." Gov. and
cationists will go aboard. The itin
a great variety of questions pro- |
Mrs. lewis O. Barrows were there will be here Friday night, and when
Arthur
Fl;
nagan
has
assumed
f
J
I
nv
U
pc
erary is not set.
pounded by the club members.
from Friday night over Sunday and tlie dinner bell rings at the Thorn
his duties as golf instructor at the LalldUd ill V lies
Guests this week are Hester F
Attorney Alonzo H. Tuck of this |
dike Hotel Saturday night at 6
AT THE
were followed by State Bank Com
Lowe. Helen M Kontrlm, Oeorge C. KnoX County °°lf Club and *U1 bC
o
’
clock
the
old
bunch
will
be
well
city
gave
an
able
address
on
"The
}
A
Splendid
Vacation
missioner and Mrs. John -Beck.
Henderson. Ruth McHugh. Boston, avallable at a11 tlmes for the rc’ '
Country and No Passport Preservation of Our Democracy.”
Dinner at the Friendship Lobster represented. "The Rockland Canoe
Mary Mason. Jessie Sanford, Prov mainder of the season.
Praising the work of the Educa- j
Pot and moonlight sails in Mr. Club" they call it. Mayor E. R.
Is Needed
Veazie. Lieut. H. R. Mullen and idence; D. Janet Clark, Montclair.
tlonal Club and other civic or- j
Hocking's cabin cruiser, added
The death of Capt. Millard E.
Charles A. Rose compose the local N. J.; Dr. and Mrs. Martin Hall,
ganlzations. he declared that they I
Vacation-planning
citizens
of
the
greatly to the enjoyment of these
Bristol, Conn.; Enis Bardinl, Ware Rowe occurred yesterday at the Ma
committee.
formed the backbone of the country I
weekend visits.
$1.00 per Half Hour
7 Lessons $5.00
ham, Mass.; Edna Inge and Fran rine Hospital in Portland. Funeral United States who have been look- He brought out the point that the |
, Teamwork is resulting in careful ces Carr, Needham. Mass.; Chester servl(*s will be held Wednesday at ing to the Canadian bordeT as the preservation of our Democracy ls
Lions and Sea Scouts to the total and well-laid plans for the St. Ber D. Rudolf. Palmerton, Jr., and Mr. 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral par- gateway to a glorious holiday will
a question that vitally Interests |
$2.00 per Playing Lesson
$1.50 per Hour
number of about 30 had a most nards Parish lawn party July 30, and Mrs. W. P. Canfield, New York Ilorswelcome the news that crossing
enjoyable outing at Sheep Island one of the major interests being the city.
I
-------' this boundary is still a simple mat- every good American and is a sub
ject which has received much 1
Sunday aided ln their sundry di supper of which Thomas Lawson is
------------------| William Ryan of Brighton. Mass. ter. No passport ls required of
versions by one of the finest days chairman; and Anna Carlnl co- Robert McKinley of Union has is spending a fortnight's vacation them by either country. However, thought the past few months and j
the Summer has produced. The chairman; Mrs. James Derby and been named as a member of the with his brothers in this city. Mr. thp United States now asks them which will be given more thought j
Sea Scouts descended upon the Mrs. Fred 'Derby are housekeepers; racing committee for Windsor Fair. Ryan is proprietor of a cafeteria at for proof of citizenship, such as a in the months to come, as we do I
tight little island Saturday night assisted by Mrs. Gregory Wynne, His success in handling the Union the corner of Essex and Washing- birth certificate or an affidavit of | not Mlsh tWs countr>' ,0 cotn* 10
to make certain there were no In Mrs. Edward Ingraham, Mrs. Grover I rac»s will make him a valuable ton streets, Boston. His business birth by a blood relative, upon their the same fate as the fallen European democracies.
juns or other hostile tribes to way Knight, Mrs. David McCarty, Mrs.1 factor there.
affairs have enabled him to visit return.
The Government already is put
lay their Lion guests. A shore din Raymond Moulaison, Mrs. Sanford
Word from Ottawa is that tour
-------his home city but infrequently
ner a soft ball game and the sail Delano, Sirs. John Ranlett, Mrs. The rose garden, adjoining the since he left here 30 years ago.
ists may buy what they please in ting on the greatest peace time pre
ln Stafford Congdon’s cabin cruiser Daniel Gatti, Mrs. Emily Murray, Copper Kettle on School street, is
Canada and take away with them paredness program in its history,
_____
and Alton Perry's Seagull were Mrs. Thomas Lawson. Mrs. Mario attracting a large share of atten-; Tlie handsome new home of Sears money left over. Thus, with war he pointed out as well as supply
among the features of this delight Crispi. Mrs. P. L. McCormack, Mrs. tion. These roses bloom until Order Office in Rockland will open-* having closed ocean lanes once ing Great Britain with all the ma
terial help possible, not overlook
ful outing.
Clara Calderwood. Mrs. Joseph Cas nipped by the November frosts, and Thursday at 433 Main street, foot popular for cruises and with favorof Limerock. The commodious new able exchange rates, Canada ls ing what the Federal and State
sidy. Mrs. LeRoy Rogers. Mrs. Car- are a delight to the eye.
Going Away? Staying Home?
The record crowd at Friday mella Mazzeo, Mrs. Julia Escorsio.
------quarters allow ample space for dis- greeting many visitors from her Departments of Justice are doing
No matter what you do, these
nights boxing show in the Park Mrs. Willis Anderson. Mrs. John
A barn owned by William Dono- piay of special goods and handling J neighbor to the south and both to keep down fifth column activi
savings have a definite place
Street Arena evidenced an increas Thompson. Mrs. Oeorge Phillips. hue, near the Head ol the Bay, was of local deliveries. The public is nations in the tradition of good- ties which have proved to be so
In vcui vacation plans. We vt
ing interest in this tlme-lipwored Jr., Mrs. Virginia Barton, Miss Flo destroyed by flre Saturday after- warmly invited to visit the new or- , will ®nd understanding which for great a factor in the defeat of
cut prices on sports and gar
sport. The main bout on tlie com rina Ferrero, Miss Octavia Ferrero, noon, placing in peril a number of der office on Thursday, and any day |over a century has marked rela- European Democracies. While the
Government will do everything pos
den equipment as well as
ing Friday night will be productive Miss HelenPietrosky, Miss Mary buildings in that neighborhood. The following. Pinks for the ladles on tions between them.
paints and repair Items.
of two favorites, Carl Lawless ot Johnson. Miss
Louise Harrington. Rotund department sent apparatus Thursday and cigars for the men
To the angler this news is par- sible, he called attention to the
responsibility of individuals and
Thorndike, who hit hard enough to Miss Alice Rogers, Miss Vlttrice and was compelled to lay a long line
Come in today and Swing to
ticularly encouraging, for. as Outsmash Bomber Carlson's Jaw; and Carinl. Fred Derby. Donald Cough- of hose' "hlch incidentally crossed carl \y Bucheister. camp direc- doorsman Ben East points out in small groups to supplement this
Savings at our VACATION
Everett Ladd of Portland, a two- lin, Thomas Moulaison, Joseph thc highway and tied up many tor at the Audubon Nature Camp. an article ln the current Rot-arian effort in every way possible. In
SALE!
fisted boxer, who oils his muscles Adams. Oregory Wynne, John Ran- rubber-neck wagons, which could Medomak, will b? guest speaker at Magazine, one of the greatest fish- this connection we have three
with TNT. The semi-final brings lett. The dining room is ln charge; neither advance nor return to the the Lions meeting tomorrow, an J mg areas left on the North Ameri- | duties, he pointed out: First, we
LAWN OR BEACH
Draper-Maynard
two old crowd-pleasers. Rookie of Mrs. Arthur Doherty.
I notne oase.
Those which had the members are in for a rare tren' can Continent lies in Canada. It's I ™ust evaluate; second, we must
CHAIR
Victory Tennis Racket
legitimate business in the southern when he dlscusses blrds plants !n. ,he Algoma country of Ontario, ly- eradicate; and third we must eduWright of Belfast vs. Walter Rey
BORN
end of the county were compelled to sects. marlne and fresh wat„
cate.
nolds of Camden, a battle of five
ing Just above the east end of Lake
While—At Vinalhaven, July 14. to go via Buttermilk Lane, or the St.
Mmp at Medomak ls ,dmln. Superior. "There are rivers where
Regarding the expression, we
rounds If it goes that far. The Top
Mr and Mrs Edward T White, a son
must
evaluate, he explained that
prelim sees K. O. Briely of Belfast
Simmons —At Little Nursing Home. Oeorge road.
tered by the National Association of you can take walleyes on every
Waldoboro, to Mr and Mrs Sidney
vs. Ay Couture of Lewiston. Cou Simmons,
Audubon (Societies, and ls constant east with a chunk of pork rind," it has been reported that there are
a eon
Captain Alex Gronros piloted a .
.,
. . .
..
..
Colby At Knox Hospital July 11.
ture recently defeated the Maine
on _
.... u.; „
b' making "new and interesting dis- says this writer. Other rivers persons In this country who would
to Mr and Mrs Ralph Colby (Marlon
Here is a good value for the
State amateur champ. The first Wattei of South Thomaston, a daugh group of 20 on the Niaid" Sunday i **
coverles cn matters pertaining to where it s northern pike in place compromise with the dictators and
amateur tennis player. Shapely,
for a deep sea fishing trip to Green
prelim finds Joe Walker of Belfast ter—Helen.
Nature, ar.d everybody is interested of walleyes, and the fishing is every that there liave also been here for
well-balanced and light. Strung
Island, cruising later to Vinalhaven
vs. Young Challiss of Brunswick,
in Nature, whether a scientist or Just bit as good. The lakes? More of some time persons hired by foreign
MARRIED
with blue and white fl*1 OQ
and
around
the
neighboring
Islands.
and it may steal the show. Paul
spiral silk .......... ...... •••»"
Colby-Stevens—At Liberty. July 10.
a casual observer. There should b; 'em than are shown on any map, governments to break our faith in
Some
expert
fishermen
were
along.
Lloyd O Colby of Liberty and Cleola
Junior of Lewiston will referee.
more than you or any other man thc democratic form of government.
I
Stevens of Montville - -By Rev a large “catch" being brought ln. a good attendance tomorrow.
TENNIS BALLS
Harold W Nutter
can name
And in scores and As our education has taught us to
oolid oak frame, sturdy con Live and accurate, every ball is
some of them beauties. In the
Tickets for the plays to be pre
Funeral services for Mrs. Jennie hundreds of 'em nobody save may- I rvaluate both sides of a question
DIED ’
struction throughout. Seat re carefully Inspected and tested.
party were Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hal
sented by the Pine Tree Stagers
we should strive to understand the
inforced with extra fabric and An excellent
Rowe At Portland. July 15. Capt lowell, Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Gilbert, Aylward (widow cf Capt. Frank E be a roving prospector or bush
1Q
at Watts Hall, Thomaston, start Millard E Rowe of Rockland, aeed 87
Aylward) were held Saturday aft trapper has ever dipped a fishhook. difference between a totalitarian
burlap. Fold compactly so that practice ball ..........
AvV
years. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Winslow, Miss
several can be carried in your
ing August 9. are now being checked frem Burpee funeral parlors
ernoon from her late residence on
state and a democracy, compare
Edith Riley, Miss Agnes Johnson.
automobile.
Complete
with
Smith
At
New
York.
July
14.
Clif

at McDonald s Drug Store, Thom ford Warren Smith Committal serv
North street, where the presence of
and evaluate the advantages or
fringed canopy and (PO AQ
Miss Florence Johnson, John Good.
FLOWER
aston*
ice at 10 o'clock Wednesday at Achorn
many old friends and thc abund
disadvantages of one over the other
strong foot rest
«p£.
Miss Rachel Ooogins of Portland.
cemetery.
BOX
ance of handsome Summer flowhe pointed out, and become fa
Bracey—At Camden. July 15. Etta
(Continued from Page One)
Fales, Charles and Fredwidow of Emery Bracey, aged Woodrow
Weatherproof.
Baked
Enamel
"Tops in Taste" is the superb Jones,
miliar
with
the
technique
used
in
crick
Merrt7t7
’
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“
‘
7an
“
e
“
CrouTe.
,
e
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,
was
'
Try
.
c
^
fortin
«
.
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the
o
„
Klnney
ofT
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4
.
oJT
King
R2 years
Funeral Wednesday at 2
Finish. Various Color*.
family. Rev. J. Charles MacDon 3 Hit by pitcher, Prue. Umpires. breaking down the morale and unity
new E. & M. Pineapple Ice Cream. o'clock from Qood funeral home Burial
"Bobby" Crouse, Miss Marie Hilt,
In Mountain cemetery
aid of First Baptist Church officiat Belanger and Hodgkins. Scorer, in a democracy. He explained that
Ask for it by name. "E. & M.'s Pine
Knight—At Lincolnville, July 15.
and Mrs. Edna Trembly.
Arno
W,
aged
88
years
Funeral
ed and tlie seven sons of deceased Foote.
apple ice cream."
LJ>-87 Thursday at 2 o'clock from residence,
we must also help eradicate the at
Maple Lawn Orchard Farm
acted as bearers. The interment
• • * •
titude in some quarters that we
Think of a $2.50 allowance on
Ames-At Vinalhaven, July 9. AravesWHEELBARROW
Awnings, large or small, hammock ta. widow of Oeorge Ames Interment your old tires, regardless of condi was in Sea View Cemetery. Among Twilight Topics
can compromise with the totalita
B-v View cemetery
** COTTAGE NEEDS
those who came from out of town
teos, chair backs and scats, boat lnFoss
Plenty of scrap at thc Camden rian point of view with which we
—At North Haven, July 15. An tion. That's what we make toward
at attend the last rites were Mrs game, we say and a good crowd.
covers. All sorts of canvas work. nie wife of Lewis Foss Funeral Wed
have nothing ln common. As the
our new First Line Atlas Tires at
nesday at 2 o'clock
• • • •
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1282-W,
Pitching Shoes, set $1.49
federal officials cannot be every
Boggs—At Waldoboro. July IS. A E Chapman's Esso Station, Walter Ollie Dearden and daughter Ruth
Boggs aged 99 veara. 8 months. 29 days
Chummy Gray pitched the first where at once he believes it to be
of Winthrop. Mass, Warren Flynn
16 Willow St.
73-tf Funeral
Wednesday at 2 30 o'clock Butler Square—adv.
Gal. Thermos Jug,
.98
of East Boston and Mrs Ken Kuhn four innings for Rockport against the duty of the ordinary citizen to j
from residence
Interment In Ger
man cemetery
22” Window Screen .49
Belfast.
and son Ken of Orono.
recognize the work of the fifth '
tV.ggln—At North Jay, July 7. Wil
TYPEWRITERS liam T Wiggln. a native of South
• • • •
column.
He
quoted
the
warning
I
1 Burner Hot Plate, .69
DANCE
Thomaston aged 67 years
Interment
AU Makes—Sales—Rentals
It will seem good to have Cam of Judge Peters of the U. S. District!
In Birchwood cemetery. Jay
NORTH WARRENstorer- At Union. July 14 Ella Mav
ROCKLAND
den ln the league again as ‘.hey Court to a naturalization group In I
WHITE OAK GRANGE
TYPEWRITER CO. Storer. widow of Benjamin 8torer aged
69 years 5 months. 4 days Funeral
really belong there.
71 Park Street
TUESDAY, JULY 23
which he admonished them to betodav at 2 p m Russell parlors. Union
• • • •
Tel. 297-W
Music
by
BUD
CLARK
and
his
Band
MAINE'S
LITTLE
RADIO
CITY
Interment ln Waldoboro
Free Typing Course
Skay—At Rockland. July 14. Percy
Chuck Ellis is all set for those
Admission 25 Cents
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
W. Skav. of But Union, aged 59 years
85-87
Camdenites tonight.
OWL'S HEAD
1 month 4 days Funeral Wednesday
SHOW TIMES
at 2 p m. At the late home. East
> FAINTS - STOVES • KITCHENWARE
\
GRANGE
FAIR
Matinees
Dally
at
2.30
Union
Burial ln Achorn cemetery.
Sundays at 3
I
"FORMERLY VEAZ/E'S"
Vo
A matter of special interest to
Rockland
Wednesday, July 17
Evenings at 7 A 9
44IMAINST.
ROCKLAND
200
all persons interested in having
IN
MEMORIAM
TOWN
HALL, at 2.00 P M.
DANCING
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN,
an
efficient
modern
electric
range
TUES.-WED.,
JULY
16-17
In loving memory of Mrs Nellie F.
Supper 5 to 7
NORTH HAVEN
Keizer who passed away July 17. 1938
at amazing low cost ls discussed in Adults 35c; Children 15c; Dance 25c
Every Wed.
Thomas Mitchell, Alan Hale.
Th«re
is
a
golden
gate
beyond
Leave Daily Except Sunday
detail on page 5.*
Through w’hich our loved ones go.
Peter Lorre,
AT
Standard Time
To find that perfect love and peace
Priscilla and Rosemary lane
earth can never know
GLEN
Rockland.
8. A- M.. 2.15 P. M. Which
Beano Wednesday p. m at I.O.
And sometime too. the clouds shall lift
in
Vinalhaven, 8.15 A.M.. 2.30 P. M. Per those who watch and wait.
COVE
OF. hall, special and door prize.—
When
Joved
ones
meet
to
part
no
more.
North Haven. 8.25 A. M.. 2.40 P. M.
“THREE CHEERS
adv.
•
Inside the Oolden Gate.”
Music By
$2.00 EACH WAY
Sadly antosed by her husband, song"
FOR THE IRISH”
and daughters.
•
ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
Also the short subject
Next to Public Landing. Tel. 338
CARD OF THANKS
“/American Saddle Horses”
I wish to thank my friends for the
66-tf
DOOR PRIZE
ft
lovely (lowers and cards sent me. and
97Ttf
also th<» doctors and nurses for their
ANNOUNCES
klndnrws to me during my stay ln Knox
THURS.-FRI., JULY 18-19
Hospital
Mrs. Mary E. Messer
James Cagney Pat O’Brien
STATE OF MAINE
Rockland.
Rnreau of Taxation
Ann Sheridan
Andy Devine
—Property Division.
CARD OF THANKS
ln
Augusta. July 8. 1940
We wish to thank our many friends
Notice ls hereby given that the Bu
LEAVE ROCKLAND.
9.40 A. M.
2.40 P. M„ E. S. T.
and neighbors for the kindnesses, floral
“TORRID ZONE”
offerings and expressions of sympathy reau of Taxation will be In session at

ARTHUR FLANAGAN

GOLF INSTRUCTOR

KNOX COUNTY GOLF CLUB

Twilight League

24 in. 49c

$4.89

WALDO THEATRE

MRIN ST. HRRDUJRREfe

Seaplane Service

Greyhound Lines

tl

s

NEW THROUGH EXPRESS SERVICE

BURPEE’S

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
IM. 781-1 ar 781-U
IIS-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

11®,-tf

the Court House ln Rockland on Thurs
day Forenoon, the 18th day of July,
at 8 30 o'clock, a. m.. A D 1940. In
the County of Knox, to recure infor
mation to enable them to make a Just
equallzatlbn of the taxable property
In said County, and to Investigate
charges of concealment of property
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
from taxation, of undervaluation and
of failure to assess property liable to
WOMAN wanted, general home- taxation.
worker to ,go to summit. N J.; $6
FRANK H HOLLEY.
week live in; references required. MR2
State Tax Assessor
ERNEST P MATER Tei Camden 2549
A. E. Lewis, Clerk.

offered us during our recent bereave
ment.
The family of Mrs. Aravesta Went
worth Ames
Vinalhaven

85*87

.

-. ..

84-85 ,

Also the short subject
“GUN DOG’S LIFE”
and "MF.RRIE MELODY’”
Cowing: “Our Town," “One
Million B. C," “Bill of Divorce
ment,” “Andy Hardy Meets Debu
tante,” "Mortal Storm," “Brother
Orchid,” •Maryland"

Ambulance Service

Connections At Boston To AU Points

•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
TEL. 862
9 CLAREMONT 8T.
ROCKLAND,

N-U

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN STREET

,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 646-W
84-86

Every-Other-Day
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through the chairs of that order.
Besides four sons, he leaves one
brother, John Simmons of North
A A A A
£
A A A A
Union, and two grandchildren of
Norman Lermond Says
MRS
OSCAR
C. LANE
this
town.
ALENA
L
STARRETT
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
the Defense Program
Correspondent
Attending the services from out
Correspondent
Correspondent
of town were, John Simmons of
Means Dictatorship
ft ft ftft
ft ft ft ft
North Union, Mr. and Mrs. Man- j Mr. and Mrs Donald Patterson
T$l.
49
Tel. 27
Valney, that great French his
ton Greenleaf, Mr. and Mrs. Har of New York, arrived Friday and i
torian and revolutionist, who sat
old
Winston, Alvah Greenleaf. Lin are guests of relatives.
Harry
C.
Bickford
of
Ridgewood.
Mr. and Mrs. Leeon Steward spent
in the House of Deputies during the
Rev. Kenneth Cook, who is at
N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. Harold wood Greenleaf, Vernon Green
French Revolution, to study andIthe "eeken
Bickford of Paterson. N. J., were leaf and Bertrand Greenleaf of tending Summer School at Banlearn if possible the cause or
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Verge o
dlinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Somerville. Mass., Waldo Hoyt of gor Theological Seminary, arrived
causes of the decline and final ruin Melrose, Mass., have been guests
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. William ! p,.lday for the weekend.
Mrs. Charles Hysler.
of nations, journeyed to the land of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mason,
Willis Moody Jr., in training with Lawrence and Miss Helen Law
Miss Doris Holmstrom is home
of ancient and purled civilizations
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hilton,
tlie Coast Guard at Port Williams, rence of Stetson, Mrs. S. B. Law from Boston for tlie vacation.
such as Babylon, Nievah. old Miss Barbara Hilton, Russell HilPortland, passed the weekend at rence of Bangor.
Dr. Flagg and family of New
Oreece and Rome, and the mede- ton Mr and Mrs warren Colwell
home.
Milton L. Overlock
York are at their Summer home at
VenlceePhebllLn^hrOsXecaunse and daughters. Sandra and Con
We’ve a
Miss Ruby Starrett was a visitor
Funeral services for Milton L. Roberts Harbor.
Grand
fer the destruction of one and all. stance enjoyed a picnic Sunday at
Monday ln Bangor.
Overlock, 52. native of this town,
Mrs. Harold Clark of Norridge
Had he lived and written a few Tenant's Harbor.
Selection
Mrs Mary Seavey and Miss Lena who died Thursday in Pittsfield, wock is visiting her father. Harry
years later, he could have included
Mfs
H yorke and Miss
Just
Seavey, and Herman Killeran of Mass., after an operation on hls Wilson.
publics and rufn^by^he self-same Elizabeth Oenthner visited Mon
received
knee,
were
held
Saturday
at
the
Cushing were dinner guests Sun
Mrs. Charlotte Look and Mr. and
cause—individaul, personal ambi day in Rockland.
from abroad
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. home in Pittsfield.
Mrs.
Clyde Bickford arrived Sun
tion, greed, concentration of wealth
Mrs. Geneva Homan and daugh■
.
Mr. Overlock was born in this
Newell Eugley.
\ irvinui Dunning
in the hands of the few; poverty, ter. Ruth of Portland were week
day from Jonesport.
starvation and unemployment the
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will town, son of Frank and Katherine
Rirh, needlepoint tapestries,
Henley Garner of Skowhegan,
end guests of Miss Audrey Wyman.
Lillian Poster, guest star of the
lot of the great majority.
serve public supper Thursday at Overlook, but had resided in Pitts arrived Sunday.
destined to be treasures for
In his great work “The Century
Miss Lizette Smyth of Auburn- current Lakewood production “Chil* the Montgomery rooms, with Mrs. field. the past 28 years, where he
your home. Real rush-rightof Sir Thomas More," B. O. Flower dale. Mass., is passing a vacation ;
of ^day„
sparkUng mod.
Mrs. Howard Coombs and daugh
had been employed as weaver in a
ilown values in gorgeous hand
Eugene Durgin, the chairman.
in writing of the Italy of this cen with Miss Grace Simmons.
ter
Edith are guests of her parents
embroidered creations. A wide
woolen
mill.
em comedy by Frederick ard Fanny
tury—the 15th—has this to say:
The
names
of
Miss
Cynthia
Eaton
variety of lovely, new designs
Karl E. Norton of White Plains Hatton, is proving a tremendous
Besides hls widow. Mrs. Anna Mr. and Mrs. Hildings at Calder‘Italy of this century had yield
and David Eaton of Glencove were
. . . Chippendale . . . Queen
ed inch by inch to oppression N. Y., spent the weekend with Mrs. success with Lakewood audiences
(Clark) Over lock, he leaves one woods Neck, before going to Boston,
Anne . . . Jacobean , . . Louis
clothed in the mantle of a van Norton at the Capt. Wade Home as tlie divorced Mrs. Carew whose inadvertently omitted from the list son, Joseph of Pittsfield, three where Mr. Coombs has employ
XIV, etc. A'ou have only to
of
recent
callers
at
tlie
home
of
ished. popular liberty, until ab stead.
brothers. Clifford A, William F. ment.
(ill in the background and
tremendously wealthy son Henry
solute despotism, which still bore
you'll soon own a lovely Foot
Telephones have been installed attempts to prevent her from mar Mrs. Ezra Savage.
and
Charles
R.
of
Warren;
four
Herbert
Lovelace
of
Somerville,
the name of free government, was
stool, Chair Seat or Piilow.
Robert Simmons of East Warren sisters. Mrs. George Starrett, Mrs. Mass.,
tolerated in more than one of the in the residence of Earl Maxey. Jr., rying a man of whom he does not
arrived
Saturday
for
is
a
patient
at
tlie
Sisters
Hospital
states of Italy, Venice, opulent and. and Oscar Colson,
Arthur Peabody, and Mrs. Harry a visit with Mr. and Mrs Harvey
approve. Miss Foster adds another
independent with its unique gov-, jjr. and Mrs. A. C. M. French memorable performance to her al In Waterville, ind is showing im Gordon of Warren, and Mrs. For Webster.
15x18”
18x18"
.79
provement after treatment. He had rest Bangs of Belmont,Mass.
ernment, was the object of envy ; wp0 pave been visiting her parents,
ready
impressive
list
of
them
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hector
Carnie
and
23x23
”
1.00
to
1.98
18x23"
throughout Italy. Florence, hold- j
„ .
French reas callers recently, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Gordon and brother, Wil
ing still to the shell of a republic, Mr and Mrs- Sanborn French re Known as the American Duse. Miss
27x27"
William Sunmons of South Walren, liam F. Overlock, who attended the son of Worcester. Mass., are guests
13x13"
2.98
.49 and
turned
Sunday
to
Holyoke,
Mass.
was the slave of the shrewed bank
Foster starred on 6rcadway in such
of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Fred
Simmons
of
East
Warren,
Mr.
er and diplomat, Casmo de Medici. • Mrs. Katherine Sprague Hatch successes as "Conscience,’’ “Tin
services returned home Monday.
Bucilla “Mothproofed’’ Tapestry Yarn
Carnie.
The old-time freedom was lost. The and {0Uj. children returned to Bath God .. ,.G
plres
m • para- and Mrs. James McLaughlin of
Wide range of soft, beautiful colors
M. A. Gould and family of Au
£°PVdBdarXX TpSS Sunday after a visit with Mrs. Ar- dlse.' wRh Warren wimanl
her Rockland
NORTH BURKETTVILLE
gusta are at Ledge Lodge at the
21c skein
Executive
committees
and
offi

from an hereditary aristocracy f thur n. Hatcn.
, leading man. With Arthur Franz
Edwin Towne of Newport Is visit Reach.
and
which had gradually supplanted a | Misses Elise Marcho and Nancy ,
uenry Carew Jr., the rest of cers of Woman's Club
Footstool Forms $1.59 and $2.50
Charles HarTis of Waltham, Mass,
republic, but which shrewedly held' Marcho returned home Sunday the lengthy cast includes Frank High School Alumni Association, ing his grandparents, Mr and Mrs.
is guest of Miss Ruby MacHenan.
to the popular name of BePuWic. | after a rtsit of severai weeks with wilcox_ Calvin Thomas. Harriet met Friday night at the home ot Willard Ireland.
de7ofthaeSwonrldneshewLXpie; ** father in Newport.
MacOibbon, Ix>uise Campbell. Al- Mr and Mrs. Frank Rowe to make
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson and
Frank Leigher of South Coven
by a great fear. Though she boastHoward Marple and son. David. ian Tower, Grant Mills, Hume Cro- preliminary plans for a Joint meet try, Conn., was recent guest at the daughter Joan are guests of rela
ed of 3.000 ships and 30.000 soldiers returned Monday to St. Louis hav- nyn Owen Davis Jr., Henry Rich- ing Aug. 1 at Town hall. No dues home of Arthur Leigher and Au tives in Rockport.
and was noted for the luxurious ing spent ten days with Mrs. Helen
George Swears has employment
Charles Waldron Jr., Vir will be required of Alumni members bert Leigher.
life led by the rich, the spy and Marple.
Thoroughbred female Boston Terrier
in Portland.
ginia Dunning, William Hawes, El- this year, but a small admission
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Turner
wanted aced three to six months MRS
the informer reigned. The oli
will be charged to defray expenses
Thomas Mealey of Providence is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Olsen
have
Jen
Carey
and
Carol
Marcus,
MARION
BAKER RFD. Tenants Hargarchy which ruled Venice with
passed several days recently with
lx>r___________________________ 84*86
guest of his cousin Mrs. Evie HanAn outstanding schedule of plays Alumni will not be notified by cards her parents ln Bluehill.
watchful eye was jealous for the moved from an apartment in Miss
YOUNG woman wanted to assist
material prosperity of the state and ( Edna Young's house to the house and guest stars are to be presented but will understand that a gen
nigar.
GOLD watch lost. Initials W T S
MRS E
on back 260 MAIN ST
84*86 owner ln small tea room
eral
invitation
Is
extended.
Roy
Light
of
East
Washington
from afar the so-called republic owned by Mrs. Winona Ware.
Through kindness of Mr. and
PICKARD Inn by the Sea Lincolnville
j this season by the Lakewood Play
'
Beach
84*86
was regarded as the beau ideal of
Avis Oxton, daughter of Mrs. was a caller Monday at Arthur Mrs. Walter Ingerson, Nita and
Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Pollard, j ers. Harry Carey, the famous pic
■
government."
•ILWO
boys
about
18
wanted,
neat
Howard
Lane
of
Portland,
is
imLeigher's.
Doris Eisner and Alice Erickson
appear)ng. well educated, free to ea\e
The fear complex is assiduously Otis Ellis and Floyd Benner were ture star, whose performance in
fcr
Texas
on
circulation
campaign
and
proved
slightly
and
is
spending
a
in
Winterport
Friday
where
Capt.
Mr.
Smith
Goes
to
Washington'
spent
three
delightful
days
the
past
A group of friends and relatives
being played up by our daily capreturn; salary $60 month, good driv
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re ers ____
_____ MR HAAS, 72 No Main
italist press, to scare the people Pollard addressed a Masonic meet- will never be forgotten, will appear few weeks in Hebron with her aunt, numbering 34 gathered Friday week at ’The Wigwam," Shore
preferred
paired, called for and delivered Te, j st . 8 to 9 p m
85*tt
into approving of the building of ing.
with the Lakewood Players the Mrs. Howard Glover.
205 H H CRIE CO 328 Main St 79-tf ------------------night at the home of Mr. and Mrs, Acres.
„__ .
HIGH School girl wants work as
a great navy of war ships and a
Mr. and Mrs. Hartford Miller of week of Aug. 19, as the guest star
The sewing circle of Ivy Chapter. Percy Winchester and gave them
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reid and
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster housekeeper or mother's helper TEL
great nock of air bombers; but
tonics ln Ostrex tablets i 229-M
85.87
after we get them we will fear, like Ban?or spent the past week with in Eugene O'Neills “Ah Wilder OES is being entertained today a housewarming. * Group singing sons Harry and John of Lisbon stimulants,
often needed after 40 by bodies lack- —
—--------------------------------------------PLEASANT intelligent young woman
Venice, more than ever and our their son Austin Miller. On return ness ” Ethel Barrymore. Ameri at the White Cot’age at Hathorne was enjoyed and a light repast was Falls are at the “Red Lion" for lng Iron, calcium, phosphorus Iodine.
Vitamin B-l Get 3Sc .lze today Call, wanted second with cook laundress
Democratic liberties will be gone,
j to Bangor they were accompanied ca's First Lady of the stage, willPoint, Cushing by Mrs. Albert served. Mr. and Mrs. Winchester two weeks vacation.
write C H MOOR A CO and all other I family two—$8 MRS HAWLEY 780
In America today we have an by Mr. and Mrs. Austin Miller and appear at the Lakewood Theatre White.
Fred Jones returned Saturday good drug stores._________________83*98 I High. Bath, Tel 725 __________ 85*lt
who lost their home by fire and
oligarchy .1still sailing under the
Stephen who will visit them with her own company in Sheri
NOTICE! To whom It mav concern:
TNVALID or seml-lnvalld wanted to
recently bought the Joseph Light from Belfast
name of Democracy and a free Re-,
,
J
. _ „ , , / „
... .
Charles A. Simmons
This Is to notify all persons that I am take care of HAZEL HAVENER R N
Mrs.
Charles
Webster
and
Mrs.
property,
received
many
nice
gifts
giving
Fred
L
Tolman
of
South
Hope
Waldoboro.
RFD 3
85*87
public, that has arisen naturally j for a few da>'sdans “The School for Scandal the
funeral services for
Private
time I .will pay no bills and col
as the outcome of our laws of pri- j
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston week of Aug. 26. These two offer
Sada Robbins entertained Thurs- hls
MAKE Money Easily! $8 50 flrst order
lect no wages WALTER E TOLMAN.
Charles A. Simmons. 74, who died and best wishes for success in their
vate property and the evolution of ’ went Saturday to Portland where ings have never been excelled by Thursday after a long illness, were l-new home They are also enter- day at the home of the latter, the | So Hope. July 12, loeo
84*86 15 boxes exclusive copyrighted Chrlat
ma. Cards 9 other boxes Free Port
the machine age of wealth produc- |
Mrs Weslon' remained over the any summer theatre.
folios 50 for $1 Personals^ Stationery
Bridge
Eight
and
these
honor
----------------------------------------------held Sunday at the home wth Bev ***« «uests lrom Waltluun.
Request approval sample TERRY STU
SutotXr^^
Mr Weston 80lng on the
“The Hard Way ' a new farce L. Clark French officiating. BurW^ ' and Mr- Winchester's father guests: Mrs. Harriet Jones. Mrs.
DIOS. 217 Westfle 1 d Mass_______ 85*lt
te the syndicate, to the mighty
■
' ' ' ' '
ccmedy b-v
Boretz. co-author was in Lakeview Cemetery, Union J rom Canada.
Marion Webster. Mrs. Ruth Love
THE J. R Watkins Co wants am
bitious man with car to take over
merger and monopoly, linked to- ing it in 1450. became Duke of of the Ge°r8e Abbott hit “Room Bearers were his four sons BurMr. and Mrs. Arthur Leigher and lace and Mrs. Blanche Kittredge.
’
kton
S
th
900
fam|h
ruraJ route
in Knox
<1 e Included priced low KE/NNeti H
c$y$b
investment
Write
F n County
waiow
gtther by and through a federal Milan."
Service" will be the 535th produc85^”
Mrs. Carolyn Leigher were week First honors went to Mrs. Elmer REED. 160 Mam 8t. Thomaston 84*86 hox W. Slw^k N J
benking system.
[ "Here,” says our author, "let us I tlcn of the Lakewood Players dean. Lloyd, Alvah and Philip.
Simmers,
second
te
Mrs.
Harvey
Mr.
Sunmons,
a
blacksmith
for
end
visitors
in
Hopkinton,
Mass.,
PIGS
for
sale
6
weeks
old.
$4
each
Coming to Florence on the banks pause, for we are in the presence thmiurh the week nf i»,v is
EXPERIENCED short order cook and
of the Arno—"Florence which had of some facts of history of special
*
L,
' .
many years was born in Union, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Webster and the conclusion prize ernkst o sprowi, Searsmont 84*86 counter man wanted for night work
In
Diner ln central Maine Send quali
struggled so long and so blindly value toall lovers of free governCornelia Otis Skinner returns to son of Henry and Abbie (Gowem Leigher. While there they made to Mrs. Harriet Jones. Lunch was
PIGS for sale
GLEASON HILL
and references to P O BOX
FARM Union, Tel 4-5.
84*86 fications
for freedom had finally fallen into ment.
In the enslavement of ’ Lakewood Wednesday afternoon Simmons. He had been a resident
108 Waterville, Me
85-87
served.
Unusual
stunts
while
play

a trip to Springfield to visit Lloyd
COTCFR
Spaniel
puppies
for
sale,
the snares of a bourgeois family. Venice. Florence and Milan weAug. 21 in her momo-drama "The
ing bridge featured amusing enter five fem’les, $6 $7 one male. $8 quick
PUBLIC stenographer services avail
of
this
town
for
33
years,
during'
TLeigfier
at
the
Shriners
Hospital
and as Venice had lost her free- have striking illustrations of the | Loves of Charles II”.
able at
Cainden 8t. Rockland MRS
rale. DELIA YORK 111 Plcosant St OLIVE
BY LV ESTER Tel 180 W 84-86
dom through the machinations of three agencies which have wrought
__ a part of that time, proprietor of and also called at the home of tainment ter the guests.
85-lt
HOUSE wanted from July 25 to over
an arrogant aristocracy, so Flor- the overthrow of republics in all „ .
the old Hotel Warren at the village. Frank Grinnell in North Wilbur- Mrs. Aravesta Ames
32-FT. cabin boat for sale, 8'2 ft
Day. furnished, four bedroom*,
ence passedinto abject slavery • past ages. In Venice by slow
Boston- They returnedhome Sunbeam, powered by a 6 cyl Oray engine. Labor
He formerly was active in the ham.
two
baths, near shore TEL 871-R 83*85
Mrs. Aravesta (Wentworth 1 Ames 71 h p . mahogany nun. built by F d
through thesubtle but settled, transformation from a republic to
hay.
, .
.
,
.. .
, Winchenbaugh. ln 1936: flrst class conMALE Instruction We want to hear
North Knox Fair Association, and
Several young persons in. this widow
of George Ames, died at her dltlon H A jones, Box 101. Friend- from reliable men. now employed, with
policy of the de Medici family of a hereditary aristocracy, from i Miss Laura Gardiner of Caribou |
84*86 foresight, fair education and mechani
bankers and
traders. which issued a despotic oligarchy; arrivedSunday and will
visit her had served as judge and time keep vicinity are engaged picking straw home July 9. Her birthplace was ' »hip._Me__________________
Inclinations willing to train spare
er ter the races for a number of berries for Frankie Sukeforth in
ELECTRIC light plant for sale. $15; cal
Says the most illustrious English ,n the ascendancy of the de Medici si,,_r ,Irs Kennelh We,ton
in Hope. Mrs. Ames had been a cabinet
battery radio. $5 RAYMOND 8 time at home and later ln our shop,
historian of the Renaissance in family of Florence we see the *
’ “
Kenneth weston for years. He used to shoe race horses, Burkettville.
to
become
Installation and service ex85*87
resident of this town a great many , Jordan 6 Kelley Lane
erts on all types Air Conditioning and
Italy: "The de Medici, in effect, triumph of the shrewd, calculating lwo weeks
as blacksmith, and many teamsters
| 1937 BUICK Special 4 door sedan 6lectrlc Refrigeration equipment Write
bought and sold the honor of the money lenders. There is nothing . „ _
rear5'
for sale, very good condition. TEL fully giving age present occupation
would travel a number of miles to
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
84-86 UTILITIES INSTITUTE. ”U. I.” care
care
public officials, lent money, jobbed more subtle, dangerous or essen- A‘
Bogss
She is survived by sons Herbert | 1004 between 1 30 5 p m
have
Mr.
Simmons
shoe
their
83*85
Whereas.
Harvey
C.
Buber
and
Ros

l'j H P Fairbanks Morse stationary this jxiper
posts of profit and winked at specu- tially immoral than the machina- I A- E B°8«s’ 69 • hied early Monof
this
town.
Aubrey
of
Attleboro,
ins B Buber, both of Warren tn the
lor sale; excellent condition
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
lation, until they had created a tions of wealth when it assails i day morning at his home here horses, so adept was he in that oounty of Knox and State of Maine, Mass.. Flavius of New Hampshire, engine
V L PACKARD 45 Oranlte St 85-87 called for and delivered T. J FLEM
their mortgage deed dated the
sufficient body of men who had freedom;
ING.
19 Birch St . Tel 212-W
85-tf
and republics
have after a long illness. He was born trade, and equal te any handling by
SIX milch cows for sale and two
thirteenth day of March. A D 1934. a daughter, Mrs. Fred Clayter of
everything to gain by a continu nothing to fear so much as vast , in
white Cheater shoats ORAND VIEW
toWn
of Caroline New- process which might be necessary. and recorded tn Knox County Registry
83*85
ance of their corrupt authority.”
Deeds. Book 234. Page 508. conveyed Vinalhaven and several grand FARM Tel Warren. 5 6
accumulations in the hands of the i . ,
._
..
. _
_
He was proprietor of a restaur of
bert and Bradbury A. Boggs. Dur
to me. the undersigned four certain children.
SAWED slab wood for sale HOc foot.
How does this apply to our state few
lots
or
parcels
of
land
together
with
$5 50 per cord LESTER SEAVEY Tel
and national grafting politicians?
The new-born republic of Milan ing early life he attended the local ant on Limerock street in Rock the buildings thereon, situated ln said
She was a devoted wife and 1065 J. Rockland
83*85
Is there not astriking similarity? i had scarcely drawn a few
deep schools. He was married to Nellie land before the big fire and resi Warren, and bounded and described mother a kind friend and neighbor
APARTMENT to let, furnished, at 14
NEW and used electric ranges for
as
follows
:
83*85
And lastly we come toMilan, j breaths of freedom when the
sword I Creamer of this town and to them dent of that city at that time.
sale at special prices. Including In MASONIC ST . City
First: Beginning on the road lead and will be greatly missed.
stallation: (21 Westinghouse ranges.
nestling ln the lap of one of the of the son of a peasant—an ambi- ;
j
36 PT knockabout Marconi rig sail
A former member of Unipn ing from Warren to Union at a stake
$39
50;
Hot
Point.
$49
50;
Universal
most fertile plains of Italy. "This
tiousmilitarist—slew her liberty." er dOrn tU° chlldrerl’ a daugh
and stones ln the line between Edward
Funeral services were held Fri $69 50; General Electric. $98 50 CEN boat for sale or to let TEL 1017-.1
- and James Matthews, run
ter many generations the victim I “A people who would be free must ter who
in infancy and a Lodge. I.O.OF, he had been Starrett
ning east 22 deg north 22 rods to a day at the residence. Rev. Mar TRAL MAINE POWER CO. Thorndike
SMALL house to let. 25 McLoud St.
83-tf
stake and stones; thence north 30 deg garet Cook officiated. There was Hotel Building. Rockland
unfortunate dominion had been
never slumber and the important;son Oeorge C. of this town who
TFL 527-M
85 lt
west 8 rods; thence west 10 deg north
8IX-ft. mowing machine for sale.
STATE OF MAINE
of the heads of the Vicconti famfactsemphasized by the fate of I with his mother survives
20 rods to the Main road; thence south an abundance of floral offerings. Yankee rake, one horse wheels. 18 ft
FURNISHED apt to let. three rooms
County
of
Knox,
ss.
ily, whose lust had been exceeded
theserepublics hold a peculiar in- ! Mr. Boggs was by trade a candy
on said road 16 rods to first mentioned
hay rack nearly new WM DONOHUE and bath Apply 8 Park St . or TEL
July 12. 1940
bounds, containing about one and one- Burial was in Bay View cemetery. Head of Bay. City_______________ 83*85 652-W______
83-tf
only by their capacity, and whose terest for patriots in our great re- 1
j
. j
Taken this twelfth day of July. 1940 half acres and 12 rods
public
today
for
the
de
Medici
still
d
operated
cand
5
’
stores
rapacity was eclipsed only by their
ONE-room apt with kitchen pantry
on an execution dated July 11. 1940.
TWO one-horse mowing machines
Second: Beginning at stake and The bearers were Claude Swears,
l°t: two or three-room apts.; furcruelty on the death of the last live and Sforza is born again.”
this town and in Damariscotta Issued on a Judgment rendered by the stones ln line ot land of Fred K Richard Swears. Heni» Walls and for sale; two Yankee raking machines; to
11 JAM ES ST, City
85 tf
Superior Court, for the County of Matthews formerly, thence north 68
two new mUch cows
PETER ED- n Ished
of the tyrants of that house, and
Let us of Free America beware For the past 25 years, he had how Knox, at the term thereof begun and deg
WARDS. Tel 806-J City _______ 83-85
east 37 rods to a stake and stones; Clyde Ames.
THREE furnished rooms to let for
declaring tiiat henceforth Milan of the plausible misleading propa ever traveled throughout Jdaine in held on the first Tuesday of Novem thence
MRS BERNICE
northerly as the stone wall
ELECTRIC amplifying guitar for light housekeeping
ber. A D 1935, to wit: on the six now runs
should be a republic, the inhabi ganda for “defense" and prepared
to pasture land of said
sale, can be played Spanish or Ha MADDOCKS, Upper Camden St Tel
teenth day of November. A D 1935.
_____
83-85
and C. L Foster; thence
waiian, $25 for quick sale See FRANK 271-J.
Alfred
Hitchcock,
one
of
Eng<
tants rose as one man. The dream ness. By this defense program, the interest of a Portland and Bos ln favor of Hamlin B Bowes and Min Matthews
westerly by said pasture land as the
HOUSE to let at 129 Rankin SlTl
of freedom, however, was of short we shall come under a military dic- ton concerns making many friends nie Crozier, Co-partners ln trade at wall now runs to the barn; thance land's greatest directors, by spe Maine Music Co_________________ 82‘84 rooms,
targe,
lot
of
land
E
J
HELIn the County of Knox,
OOATS for sale. MRS R F EATON.
by said wall as tt now runs
duration; ter in a war with Venice tatorship that will be very sure to oy his genial manner and ready Rockland,
under the style and Arm name of southerly
83*85 LIEtt or ALICE JAMESON. Tel 95 or
cial '’rrangeTnent with Selznick In Glen Cove Tel 361-W
the flrst bounds.
456-R
85*87
the citizens of Milan had rashly fasten upon us the same military! wit. He was a member of the Bowes and Crozier, against Emma A to Third
:
Beginning
at
the
northeast
HEAVY hand hewn tlmiber for sale.
ternational
will
direct
Radio's
‘
Mr.
McCorrlson
of
Appleton,
ln
said
called in Francese Sforza to their Fascist system that has already United
AVAILABLE June 10. four-room fur
Commercial
Traveler's County, for Stxty five Dollars, debt or corner al posture belonging to the
of Harvey Cutler;
thence and Mrs. Smith," starring Carole stone steps, used brick knox man- nished apt. elec refrigerator, automa
aid, as the French once upon a destroyed the Democratic govern- Portiand council
dimage, and Eeven Dollars and estate
>
os sold pasture fence now
SION. 35 Wadsworth 8t. Thomaston. tic heal and hot water Tel. 318-W.
f, “ d Council.
Seventy Cents, costs of suit, and will northerly
time, had called upon a time, had ment of Germany and whieh is
nm, 12’rod, to .‘STake aid aton«i Lombard, and later “Before the
83 85 MRS FROST
79-tf
be sold at Public Auction, at the Law thence easterly
y
parallel
with
said
Cutcalled upon Napoleon Boneparte. claimed by the Administration we ! Although in poor health for sev- Office
Pact,
”
also
slated
as
a
major
film
of Eltsha W Pike, 340 Main
FOUR or five acres of land for Mile
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
line and 12 rods from lt to land
at
great
bargain
at
Ballard
Park
Land
This ambitious and unscrupulous are arming against and to over- , eral years Mr. Boggs was on hls 8treet. ln said Rockland, to the high ler's
modern Apply at Oamden and Rock
formerLy belonging to estate of Thomas on RKO6s 190-41 program
bidder, on the nineteenth day of Merry; thence southerly by said
well wooded and runs to shore, con land Water Co TEL 634
79 tf
soldier, after conquering the vene- j throw!
j job when only his grit and deter est
August. 1940. at ten of the clock ln Merry's
tains chalet. Apply C M BLAKE.
land
to
land
of
estate
of
said
HOUSE to let all modern on Chest
tions, besieged Milan, and captur- I
Norman Wallace Lermond
the
forenoon
standard
time,
the
fol

Wall
Paper
Store.
Tel.
1061.
G62
Main
mination kept him going. For lowing described real estate and all Cutler; thence westerly on land of
nut St. RUBENSTEIN Tel. 1285, An
Schoolboys of Colombo, Ceylon, 8t
82 87 tique
estate to the first described bound
Shop
75-tf
Shoi
| the past year however he had been the right, title and Interest which the said
Fourth: Beginning at the eastern are being trained as policemen.
FLOWER
trellises,
garden
fencing
said Emma A. McCorrlson has ln and side of James Matthews old barn and
EE room
i
THREE
furnished apartment to
for
sale,
big
assortment
or
built
to
or

unable to leave his home.
to the same:
at the south side of the pasture lane;
der
RAYE8 WOODCRAFT SHOP 14 let. private flush; telephone 57 CRES
' A certain lot or parcel of land
thence following the south wall of
Prescott St
82*87 CENT ST. City ________________ 79-tf
| Funeral services /will be held
RECEIVER'S
NOTICE
OF
SALE
with the buildings thereon, situ
said lane easterly to the second field;
ROOMS to let" at 15 Grove St. Tel
FARM for sale. 50 acres, two-story
Wednesday at 2.30 at the home,
ated ln said Appleton and bound
thence southerly as the wall now runs To Whom It May Concern:
579-W MRS FI OR A COLLILNS 79-tf
Pursuant to authority of the Comp house. 60 ft barn, garage, work shop;
ed
as
follows,
to
wit:
Beginning
at
on
the
western
side
of
said
second
(Eastern Standard Time)
Rev. Oscar Barnard officiating.
wa.
b*81, situations In Union; on
FURNISHED, two-room apartment
of____
thew.Currency
of the United one
the southerly corner of land now
field to Edward Starrett s land: thence troller _
or formerly of Ibra D MoCorrlson,
easterly on said Starrett’s and others States, the undersigned Arthur G* j state road from Rockland to Augusta; with bath FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St .
Burial will be in the German Lu
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Tel 330
70-tf
hen farm: wil1. se>11
on the northwesterly side of the
line to the woods or fence west of the Plcher, as Receiver of The Rockland I «°?<L
theran cemetery.
road leading from Searsmont to
woods; thence northerly following the National Bank of Rockland, Maine, buildings are worth. E V TOWN
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
FURNISHED apartments with bath to

“Misleading,” He Says

Lakewood Theatre

WALDOBORO

VINALHAVEN

WARREN

SENTER* CRANE'S

NEEDLEPOINT TAPESTRIES

In Everybody’s Column "WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

TO LET

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Read Down
Dally
Except
Sun.

Daily
Except
Sun.

Sun.
Only

A.M.P.M.A.M.
4.30!.15 8.00
5.40 3.30 9.10
6.50 4.40 10.20
7.50
jll.30

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.

ROCKLAND,
NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON,
SWAN’S ISLAND,

Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Lv.

Sugar produced in the Dominican
Republic last season weighed 327,201
tons.

Sun.
Only

A.M.P.M.P.M.
11.55 7.00 5.35
10.55 6.00 4.35
9.50 5.00 3.25
' 8.45;
12.15
Read Up

VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER W. S. WHITE

Read Down
Daily . >,
. . ►,
Except *5■a Dally Sjsat. A vs 5 Except = 0
Sun.
sun.

A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
5.00'8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
j 9.05|
j
i Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,

I,ai|y j ►.

Except
Sat. &
Sun.

Dally

A.M.A.M.P.M.
Ar. 9.45 11.45 5.30
1

1

1

Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
Read L'p

* New York train connection Saturday only.

78-tf

I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MAINE
IN BANKRUPTCY
To the Creditors of Feyler's Inc. of
Rockland, ln the County ol Knox and
State of Maine
Notice Is hereby given that on the
tenth day of July. 1940, the said
E’eyler's Ino was duly adjudicated
Bankrupt and that the first meeting
of Its creditors will be held at the
Court House ln Rockland. Maine, on
the twenty-third day of July. A D
1940. at nine o'clock ln the forenoon,
Standard Time, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the Bankrupt and transact such busi
ness as may properly come before said
meeting.
Bankrupt's petition was filed June
22. 1940
WALTER M SANBORN.
Referee In Bankruptcy

Dated July 13, 1940.

Union over Appleton Ridge; thence
northwesterly by said McCorrlson
land to the pond; thence south
westerly by said pond to the road
leading to the L C Johnson house,
thence southeasterly on said road
to the Appleton Ridge road; thence
northeasterly on said Ridge road
to a wire fence at the southwester
ly end of a held cleared and culti
vated by Estelle S Oakes from the
Simmons pasture, so-called: thence
northwesterly by said wire fence to
a corner of said fence; thence
northeasterly by a wire fence
marking the northwesterly side of
said field to a stone wall at the
northeasterly end of said field;
thence southeasterly by said wall
to Ridge road; thence northeaster
ly by said road to place of begin
ning. reserving the spring with four
feet around lt and right of way to
It It being the same spring from
which John Davis formerly con
voyed water through a lead pipe
to hls house. The above being the
same premises conveyed to Ste
phen J. Gushee by Estelle S Oakes
by deed dated December 18, 1907
and recorded Knox County Reg
istry, Book 143, Page 281.”
ROBERT A WEBSTER,
Deputy Sheriff.

j

85-T-91

fence 12 rods to stake and stones;
thence easterly parallel with HarveyCutler's line and 12 rods from said
line until It strikes the land of Thomas
Merry; thence northerly on said
Merry's line to stake and stones;
thence westerly on said Merry's line
and widow Nancy L Boggs' line to
the town road; thence on said road
to the northerly side of the James
Matthews new barn: thence easterly
and southerly around both bams to
the place of beginning; being same
land and premises set off to Sarah
W Davis by commissioners appointed
to divide the estate of James Matthews
t eceased. subject to all the reservat ons set forth In the report of said
cc mmlssloners ln the division of said
estate.
Reserving and excepting from the
abov • premises that portion of the
isrne heretofore conveyed to Henry L.
Russell by deed dated August 28, 1890,
and recorded In Knox Registry of
Deeds. Book 85. Page 405
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken:
Now, Therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated at Warren. Maine, the fifteenth
day of July. A. D. 1940.

I

NIVEN C. CRAWFORD
85-T-81

will offer at public sale to the highest
bidder or ibldders for cash, at the
Knox County’ Court House. Rockland.
Maine, on July 31, 1940. at 10 o’clock
A M the remaining assets of the said
Rockland National Bank of Rockland.
Maine, consisting of real estate, bills
receivable.
Judgments.
and
other
choses ln action and chattels less such
Items or articles as imay be paid or
otherwise disposed of prior to the
said date of sale herein mentioned A
descriptive list of the remaining a.*
sets so offered for sale may be in
spected by prospective purchasers at
The First National Bank of Rockland.
Rockland. Maine, and at uie office
of the Receiver of The Rockland Na
tional Bank of Rockland. Maine, on
aJl business days up to and including
the date of the said sale between the
hours of 9 a m. and 3 p. m.
According to law. said remaining
assets cannot be sold otherwise than
without recourse and wltnout war
ranty of any kind or character, and
subject to the approval of the Comp
troller of the Currency of the United
States. If approved, the sale will be
completed under the terms of a gen
eral order of court dated June 19, 1940
(Signed)
ARTHUR G RICHER,
?
Receiver.

1

SEND. Thomaston
81*89
LEHIGH Valley and Blue Coal, $14;
Pocohon/us, $9; Coke $11, wood, $10
Tel 62. Thomaston. J B PAULSEN
77-,tf
SIX-room house for saJe. bath, fur
nace. garage apace; large lot; central
location; good neighborhood, terms
arranged. L. A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159
74-tf
SIOOP rigged sailboat for saJ«k or to
let. 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 In beam. Good
condition. Safe I$ess than two years
old
AppKv IjAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14
Gay 8t.. City.
71*100
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6'. round
bottom, center board, gaff-rlgged; new
ly painted and offoat. ROBERT HILLS.
119 Summer St.. Cl tv.
69-tf
HARD wood per foot, fitted. $1.25
Sawed. $1 15, long. $1 05 M B & C. O
PERRY. Tel. 487
79-tf
COOK stoves for sale, $10 and up;
all kinds of heaters. C E GROTTON.
138 Camden St . Tel. 1091 W
79-tf
D. & H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$14 per. ton, del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton, del. Nut size i4ew River soft,
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
ton del.
Ask for swap for rash
tickets M. B. de C. O. PERRY, 519 MalD

M-T-tt fit., Tel 487.

let V F STUDLEY. 77 Park St,. Tel
330 or 1154
79-tf

Summer Cottages
NEW cottage to let. 4 rooms, screened
porch, boat, at Nortons pond. Lin
colnville Ctr E C. BICKNELL Tel
156-W
84-86
SMALL cottage for sale, Ingraham
Hill; water, lights. Inquire 10 KNOX
ST , Thomaston.
84-89
COTTAGES to let at IPleasant Beach
by the week, month or season. W H
BRAGG. South Thomaston
82*87
COTTAGE at South Pond. Warren, to
let MRS WILDER MOORE. Tel War
ren, 14-3
83-85
COTTAGE at Ash Point for sale or
to let furnished
Inquire 76 PARK
ST. after 3 p in.
82-tf
COTTAGE to let at beautiful In
graham's Hill; six rooms, good beds;
city water
A E. BRUNBERO, Tel.
197-W or 151-W, City.____________ 79-tf
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
month or season: lights, spring water;
shore lot, Tel. 237-W or 625, 115 Park

79-tf St.. City.

«•$(
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Clean and crush the berries, re gradually while stirring, the tolling
serving a few for garnish if desired. water. Replace over hot water,
' Stir in the water and salt and heat slowly, stir continue" • until
'strain through a fine sieve. Add mixture is thick and custardhke (8
Munday through Friday at 1.3(1 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston; ; the sugar and mix well. Chill and to 10 minutes. (Be sure that water
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart | stir in the ice cream. Pour into remains below boiling point. Re
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
j glasses and if desired top with move from heat and serve. Makes
J whipped cream and whole berries. about two-thirds cup of sauce. If
you like, prepare sauce in advance
Don't you love crisp pop overs Food to Marjorie Mills, Yankee ! Serves six.
and reheat at serving time by plac
that rise up proud and haughty . . . Network, Boston, or your own sta “Companion" Hollandaise Sauce
One-fourth cup Land O' Lakes ing over hot water about five minand stay that way? Pop overs tion and get the free 40-page book,
that are golden brown and shlny< "Dogs of the World." There are butter, 2 egg yolks, ■» teaspoon salt,
outside, crunchy as to crust and 114 breeds of dogs in colored illus few grains pepper. 1 tablespoon
piping hot? They're so good with trations and much sound practical lemon Juice, one-third cup boiling
water.
cheese or ham souffle or the touch information about dogs.
...KEEPCOOL
Melt butter over hot water, re
that redeems a simple dinner. You Strawberry Cool
C
utouts
move.
Add
egg
yolks,
one
after
the
Ttlak&A
One
quart
strawberries,
214
cups
haven't had gcod luck with pop
overs? Then here we come with water, few grains salt, >4 to 14 cup ether, stirring until thoroughly
io big, cool
GLASSES'
’T
a fool-proof recipe, only follow di sugar, 1 pint Midco Vanilla Ice blended ( a wooden spoon is best>.
Add salt, pepper, lemon Juice and.
rections exactly, undaunted by bat Cream.
ter that seems runny and direc
tions tor starting the pop overs in
a stone cold oven. They sound odd
but they're scrumptious and "sure
fire "
Beat two eggs slightly, sift a half
cup of flour with a quarter teaspoon
of baking powder and a quarter
teaspoon of salt and use one and
a half cups of milk. Stir, pour into
nine buttered muffin or custard
cups, set your oven for 400 degrees
and close the oven door on those
popovers. Tlie oven is cold, remem
ber, when the pop overs go in. Now
don't open.that oven door for 45
minutes by the clock, however your
feminine curiosity and housewifely
anxiety prods you to peep at the
pop overs, Another "don't" that’s
important. Don't try to pour thatj
amount of batter into six or eight
muffin tins. Eat them piping hot
with good sweet butter and it
doesn't matter much what else you
have besides the pop overs. That
meal will be a triumph. Those are
"Little Brown House Pop Overs."
and we'd like to be around when
your family tackle them.
If you want to master another ]
favorite with a bad reputation for
temperamental behavior * try the
Hollandaise Sauce recipe given be
low. Yes, it's odd but here again
a different trick guarantees suc
cess Here again there's an inflex
ible rule. Heat this Hollandaise
when it’s made over luke warm,
not hot water. The Woman's Heme
companion takes a bow for this
recipe which we also considet fool
proof. And isn't Hollandaise de
licious over Broccoli, with boiled
salmon or sole and with Eggs Bene
dict. Crisp toasted English muf
fins, a pink, tender slice of ham, a
poached egg and then the crowning
touch . . . really good Hollandaise
Sauce.
Ever so many offers this week |
you won't want to miss.
First, for the 50 most interesting j
letters received every week there |
will be prizes of a set of red and
buff bridge scoring coasters for
each writer. Tell in your letter i
briefly why you like Red Cap Re- |
fresh-R of an unusual Use you have |
found for it. Address letters to,
Marjorie Mills. Yankee Network,
Boston, or your own station.
We'd adore sending you the free
Kirkman catalogue so you can see
all the wonderful premiums youI
can have. Ask for the book when J
you write and ask for the Nestle
recipe booklet and the revised copy
of "Mr. Ham Ooes to Town," a
booklet offered by the packers of
Morrell E-Z Cut Ham.
If you will send the Indian Girl
haed from a carton or roll of Land
I O' Lakes sweet cream butter with
| 10 cents, you may have tlie two
I large illustrated picture poems of
two of Edgar Guest's fine poems1 "Boy or Girl" and "A Heap O' Liv
Automatic temperature controls produce
in'." They are done in gravure
etching on heavy antique paper
and suitable for framing. Send to
deliciaus roasts like this without watching!
Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
Boston, Mass., for them.
And by sending a label from any
size jar of Cain's Mastermixt May
onnaise with your grocer's name
and address and your own name

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Kool-Aid

JJu®

fir

tc

utes. If sauce curdles restore it by
adding very slowly a tablespoon of
boiling water.
Sp-ced Gooseberries
Four quarts ripe gooseberries, 3
pounds brown sugar, 2 cups cider
vinegar, 1 teaspoon ground cinna
mon, 1 teaspoon cloves, 1 teaspoon
nutmeg.
Stem and wash gooseberries. Boil
vinegar, sugar and spices together
and slowly add the prepared
gooseberries.
Cook slowly until
fruit is tender. Pour into hot
1 sterilized jars and seal tightly.
Makes about 10 pints.
Crab Puffs
One cup flour, 14 teaspoon salt,
2 teaspoons baking powder, 1 cup
flaked crabmeat, 14 cup milk, 1 egg.
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Mix and sift flour, salt and bak
Denmark rcixjrts saj that 5,000.Lwicb
ing powder. Add the crabmeat
000 hens have been killed because
•Crab Puffs
and milk to the slightly beaten egg
of lack of feed and that 97 percent
lUIIlaLL) OuULt
and stir into the dry Ingredients,
of these were shipped to Oermany.
Melba
Toast
mixing just enough tn moisten.
Celery Curls
Drop by spoonfuls ln deep hot fat
(370 degrees F.) and allow to cook
•Strawberry Cool
2 to 3 minutes. Drain on unglazed
Iced Tetley Tea
paper. Serve with tomato catsup
Dinner
or chili sauce. Recipe makes 18
Prudenfce Roast Beef Hash- Patties Without Calomel — And You’ll Jump Out ol
small puffs. Serves six.
wrapped in Bacon
Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
.MENU
The liver ahould pour 2 pints of bile juice
Broccoli with
Into your bowels every Hay. If this bile ia
Breakfast
•Companion Hollandaise Sauce
not flowing freely, your food may not diBent. It may just decay in the bowels. Then
•Spiced Gooseberries
Pineapple Juice
Bin) bloats up your stomach. You get con
stipated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
Cooked
Vegetable
Salad
Cereal Muffins
looks punk.
with Mayonnaise
It takes thoRe good, old Carter's Little
Broiled Bacon
Liver Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flow
Raspberries
ing freely to make you feel “up and up."
Cherry Preserves
Get a package today. Tkke as directed.
Coffee
Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask
Coffee
for Carter*! Little Liver Pills. lOtf and 261.
•Recipes given.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE —

ELECTRIC COOKING BEGINS AT $39.95!

Bring

VACATION DAYS

Your Kitchen

into

-AT HOME or COTTAGE

with this

ELECTRIC
Rangette

CAREFREE . .. CONVENIENT

ECONOMICAL COOKING

Only

.95

Five

down

$3 20 monthly
Cash $39.95

Can be connected to a
baseboard receptacle

EVERYTHING you’ve wanted in automatic cooking

equipment is embodied in this ELECTRIC Rangette.
It’ll do every cooking operation that the larger electric

ranges will do, but on a slightly smaller scale.

From the smoothest cakes to the juiciest roasts—or
any type of pan frying, you’ll be completely satisfied

with results that are always the same every time.
Use it at home or take it to the cottage FOR A REAL
VACATION from pot-watching ordinary cooking equip
ment.

We’ll set one in on trial without obligation!

Every-Other-Day
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NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER CIVIL WAR VETERANS

££££
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
z\

ROCKPORT

(Can you identify them?)

ZN

un* a. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
£ £ ««

Tel.

Tel. 190

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K Walker
The Garden Club meets Thurs
and granddaughter. Miss Marion
day at 3 o'clock at the Levansalet
Lane spent the weekend as guests
house. 9 Knox street The pregram
of Mrs. Walker's sister. Mrs. Delia
wll! be dt voted to ieip.ir.winu and
Ryan at Orcno.
member! are lnv;t*d to take any
Miss Muriel Young is visiting at
questions they might like to ask tethe home of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
gardlng delphiniums. Those at
Moody. South Hope.
tending are also requested to take
Miss Muriel Giles of Rockland was
in any outstanding delphiniums
recent guest at the home of Mr.
they may have in bloom.
Bv Pauline Ricker
and Mrs. Herbert Crockett.
Mrs. Geneva Eck returned Friday
Mrs Letltia Fe.,rson srUrtalned I
Rockland Breakwater — Winners
Mrs. Hazel Daucett and daugh
from Miami, Fla., and is with her
at the largest putting tournament in I cnor of Mr and M-.. Guv j
ters Mary and Arlene have returned
sister. Miss Leila Smalley.
Murchie of Nassau, who have just j
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Mank has returned heiC in recent years were Mr. and arrived at the Forest Farm cot- ]
Ernest Demmons at North Haven.
Mrs.
Andrew
McBurney
Jr..
Mrs
after passing the winter with her
tage. the Samoset, for the season, i
Mrs. Edward Auspland. son Ed
Bernard Also in her party were Judge Vic- :
Newbert and
daughter and son-in-law. Mr and Emma
ward and daughter Elinor are at
Mrs. Harvey Patterson, in Skow- creamer.
tor B. Wooley and Mrs. Wooley.
Deer Isle for a two weeks' visit with
began.
In the kicker's tournament Mrs. Josef Gershanowitz and Miss
relatives.
Prof, and Mrs. George B. Mat Messrs Joseph T Young. Watson Frances Pearson.
Mrs. Marguerite Johnson and
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Ricks left
thews. of New Britain. Conn., are H. Caldwell. F A. Jimcscn and
son Ernest of Rockland were din
guests of Mrs. Matthews' sisters. Mrs. Andrew McBurney Jr. Miss ■ for New York after spending their
ner guests Sunday at the Crozier
Mrs. William Hastings and Miss De.orah Beardwood and Joseph honeymoon here. Mrs. Ricks is
home. Mr. Johnson returns Wed
B’nrdwood. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs Jo the former Miss Elizabeth Link- j
Jessie Crawford.
nesday to Auburn after spending a
A public meat supper will be s’.,n Waring an! Mr. and Mn> An letter.
fe wdays at his home.
Arrivals include Mrs. E. F Barserved at St. John's parish hall, drew McBurney. Jr. won prizes at
Mrs. Arthur Crawford and daugh
tram New York; Miss A. L. Con
the ’"vor dance.
Wednesday at 5.30.
ters Judith and Nancy arrived Sat
Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Brewer
Arkadi Gers*'8rowitz and Robert over Bayonne. Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
urday for a visit with her sister.
spent the weekend at Stockton Collins enterta.''ert-at dlr.r.ir Mist Budlong. Newport: C. Edward Con
Miss Lillian Brann. They will be
Springs, guests of Mrs. Brewer's er. Barbara N«*v oert. Em*’y Oar- nell, Brooklyn; Judge R. N. Flet
joined in two weeks by Mr. Craw
father. Levi Griffin.
r;tt, Barbara Burr. Elizabeth cher and Mrs. Fletcher, Washing
ford who will spent a vacation here
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lynn and Ecn.ndson and James Ochcn ir d ton; Howard L. White. Miss Caroand at his home at Sebois.
, lyn White. New Rochelle.
two children of Lynn. Mass, are John Saylor.
Ouy Young was at home from
visiting Mrs. Elizabeth French.
Brunswick to spend Friday and
Mrs Albert Welch passed the
Saturday with hls parents, Mr and
SOUTH THOMASTON
weekend in Saco with relatives.
Mrs. Clinton Young.
Miss Mary Bartlett has returned
Earl Maxey has emplyoment in
Mrs. Oliver Copeland who spent
from a recent visit with her sister
Bath.
two
weeks at the Dalton cottage at
Pine Cone Troop. Oirl Sccuts Mrs. Oscar Emery at Bar Harbor.
Ballard Park returned Saturday to
Vpper
right,
No.
2
Upper
left.
No.
1
Mrs.
William
H.
Bray
of
Seaside
Mr and Mrs. Scott K.ttredge left
held its first meeting Friday in the
Lower right, No. 4
Lower left. No. 3
Whitinsville, Mass. Mr. Copeland
cottage, Vinalhaven, was the guest
new quarters, the former Boys' Sunday for Washington. D. C.
came Friday to accompany her
Names
of
these
veterans
will
appear
next
issue.
Monday
of
her
aunt.
Mrs.
Elvie
Albert Davis Jr of Battery E. Fort
Club rooms over Woodcock's Mar
(home.
visited his home here Curtis, Purchase street.
lams,
In
Thursday's
edition
were:
Vpper
left,
M.
A.
Dow
:
upper
right,
Edgar
ket. Twenty members took advan
Mrs. Annie I. Deane went to
Burpee; lower left, A. D. Pottle; lower right. Lewis Graves.
-------tage of the occasion to plan a Sunday. Others at Port Williams
Portsmouth. N H.. Friday to visit
Mr, and Mrs A. J. Bird and Mr.
from
this
town
arc
—
Chester
Colbv.
special surprise for the troop leader.
1 her nephew. Com. Howard A. TriMr and Mrs Clinton J Bowley VAMP TANGLEWOOD
and Mrs L. A. Walker were guests
Mrs. Richard O. Eiliot. Having Oliver Hamlin of Battery E and Sgt.
bou. Medical Corps. U. 8. N.
have
returned
from
a
several
days
’
.
-------i
cf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
L.
Brown
at
cleaned and prepared the rooms, Warren Ulmer of Battery F.
Miss Charlotte Fay of Quincy.
First Week At YWCA Resort
fishing trip in the Moosehead area
Boothbay Harbor Sunday.
the girls supplied refreshments and
Mass is guest of Miss Mary Veazie
In Camden Hills Most Suc^
decorated the tables with bouquets. ing in Watts hall during August
I for a week.
Mrs. Mary Burkett of Broad
ccasful
Miss Helen Corbett, who has been
Sandwiches, orangeade and cakes were all taken during performance.
street
experienced
a
serious
ill
turn
Miss Elizabeth Williams and
having a week's vacation at her
were served. The occasion was The modem candid camera is a
Yesterday marked the end of the Melburn Tracy of Batavia, N. Y.
Sebago Lake cottage, has returned at the Britt home on Limerock
made particularly happy by a card miracle for the theatre. The ultra
street last night.
first week of the season at Camp are visiting her sister, Mrs. Ray
home.
of greeting which arrived that day fast lens and the lighting used in
Tanglewood. the YWCA camp in mond McFarland.
from Lord and Lady Robert Baden- the newer productions are helpful
Miss Hattie M. Lamb of Hartford.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell who has
A.thur S'ublx, of Bcs’.v. a for
Powell. the founders of Boy Scout in bringing the best results to
Conn., is the guest of her brother, the Camden Hills. The program been staying with her sister, Mrs.
mer resident of Lincoln -tteet. ls at
is now underway with Miss Gladys
ing and Girl Guiding, to whom camera enthusiasts.
S. Eugene Lamb. Rankin street.
Annie Deane for several months, is
Matinicus on a fortnight's stay,
Mrs. Lloyd Severance and young
this troop had sent an original
B. Russell as director.
now at her home at Simonton for a
looking up Rockland friends mean
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller,
birthday card done by Ruth But son Lloyd returned Saturday to
The individual units each had an few weeks.
time.
with their guests Commander and informal get-together in their own
West Buxton after visiting Mr. and
ler Feb. 22 to Africa.
Mrs. C. V. Overman is in Bath
Mrs. Douglas W. Fuller and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley Mrs William Robinson several
Mr and Mrs. H. P Blodgett will ter Miss Betty Fuller of Piedmont. recreation lodge under the direc this week where she is in charge of
and son. Benjamin, and Mr. and weeks. Mr. and Mrs. Robinson
be hosts to A H Newbert Asso Calif., and Dr. and Mrs Dana S tion of the Unit Leaders Monday the Daily Vacation Bible School
Mrs Lewis Smalley and family cf went with them and stayed over the
Tuesday afternoon the MidThe Baptist Ladies' Circle will
ciation Thursday night at Spruce Newman spent Sunday with Victor | n:ght.
dler Unjt lnitiated for 1940 thc j meet Wednesday at the vestry
Augusta, were Pemaquid visitors weekend.
Head. Assisting Mrs Blodgett as, Whittier on Gay s Island.
yesterday.
Mrs. Katherine Seaver of Med
custom adopted last year of going
Mrs. Phoebe Harmon, who has
housekeepers are Mrs E C. Pay- I
Miss Frances Babb arrives today ford. Mass., is here for a two weeks'
to Lincolnville Beach for an outing been at the home of Mrs. Charles
son Mrs. F A. Maxey and Mrs B
The
Shakespeare
Society
will
hold
from Springfield, Vt.. to visit Mr. visit with her sister Mrs. Mai garet
once a week. Unit Leader Barbara Wooster for two years, has complet
J. Philbrook Please take dishes.
its annual picnic at Crawford Lake
Stewart and family She came Sun
and Mrs. Ralph Crawford
Marsden, aided by councilors Bar ed her duties there and is now
Wednesday
at
the
summer
cottages
Tickets are now being checked at day night with her nephew Earle
Mite Club was entertained yes- . of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood and Mrs bara Farnham. Lucile Cline and visiting her son Gilbert Harmon in
McDonald's Drug Store for the MacDonald and Mrs. MacDonald of
terday afternoon at the home cf Helen Orne. The hostesses will Mary Martin, extended the usuel Camden. She also plans to visit ln
series of plays to be presented by ; Worcester, who stayed overnight,
Mrs. Li lian McRae. Refreshments serve coffee and members will take swim to a hot deg roast on the 1 Warren, Thorndike and Jonesboro
the Pine Tree Stagers, at Walt's going on Monday for a trip through
1 before going to Boston to make her
were served after the game. con a box lunch. Anyone desiring trans beach.
New Hampshire and Vermont.
hall, starting Aug. 9.
Also
included
in
the
camp
prohome with her daughter, Mrs. Doris
tract honors going to Mrs. A. D portation will get ln touch with
The Baptist Sunday School picMiss Ruth Averill of New Y’crk
gram
besides
the
usual
routine
have
,
Caza.
Morey and Miss Cora Perry.
Mrs. Irene Walker. 543-R. Alumr.ae
City arrived home Saturday fcr nic is being held tomorrow 1 Wedbeen a Senior Unit beach outing, I Dr. Frank McCullagh of Roxare
invited.
three weeks vacation with her par- nesday* at Sandy Shores. All atdirected toy Councilors Miss Faith I bury, Mass., h is been spending a
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bracket:
tending are asked to toe at the and daughters Sheila and Nancy,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Averill.
.s. McCullagh at
Ncrman S Waldron has returned Shescn. Miss Betty Swan, Miss few days with
Mrs. Bessie Drake, who has been Church at 10 o'clock and take own and Mrs Clayton McMahon and
to Manlius, N Y . after spending the Elizabeth Emery, and Miss Ann their Summer home on Sea street.
visiting her grand-daughter, Mrs. lunches. The committee Is: Rev. Mrs. Chester Chase were guests j past two weeks with his mother Hansen, and a track meet partici
Louis Yattaw was at home from
Earle Starrett. has gone to Boston Mr Perron. Miss Eleanor Howard Sunday at Fort Williams.
pated in by the whole camp. Tlie Camp Devens to spend the week
Mrs. S S Waldron.
where she will be gue.'t of other Oray and Walter Chapman.
meet was planned by the Senior [end with his mother. Mrs. ElizaMiss Margaret McNamara of Worrelatives before returning to Frank
The home cf Frank H South at
Mr and Mrs. Walter L Wood of Unit with the help of Councilors both Yattaw. He returned Sunday
fort.
cester Mass., is guest of Mr and 1 Ash Print, was the meeting place of i Lexington. Mass., are in the city in Training Barbara Scribner and
L. True Spear. 6r.. was at home
family members. Saturday aftet- j On their annual visit, guests of Mrs Josephine Wyman under the direc from Bath to spend the weekend.
Mr and Mrs M T Simmons left Mrs George Gillchrest.
Friday for Quebec where they are
Misses Mary Brady and Marga- noon, when they gathered tc help E. J. Morey.
tion of 'Ann Hanson.
,
Miss Fern Whitney and Miss Roto spend two weeks while Mr S m- ; ret Brady have returned to New ; celebrate his birthday. Laden with
mons attends a convention.
York City after spending a week gifts and entering into the plans GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Paul Bemont is spending a few with Mrs. Genevieve Frye and M ss j with zest, the group made it a day
Mr. and Mrs. William Harjula and
days at Cushing, guest of Mrs. Wil Agnes Hanley.
to be remembered. Strawberry children Helen. Gerald and Dav.d
liam Anderson.
shortcake, a favorite dish of the spent the holiday weekend in Bre
Kent Taylor, who shares top hon host, was served with the refresh
Miss Dorothy L. Roberts arrived
men a-s guests of Mr and Mrs John
last night from Dorchester. Mass, ors with Richafd Dix. Edmund ments. Mr Smith is well occupied Holbrook
to visit her aunt. Mrs. E. P S’.ar- Lowe and Wendy Barrie in "Men with a hennery and a large vege
Mrs. Fred Anderson, daughter
In order to keep our display stock in good shape,
Against the Sky." will be teamed table garden, and has recently
rett. —
Ina and son Arthur, Miss Eleanor
all
appliances six months old have been specially
with
Linda
Hayes
in
Producer
j
picked
eight
quarts
of
field
strawThe fine group of photegraphs
Nelson and Raymond Stein motored
shown in the McDonalds Drug Frederic Uliman, Jr.s first RKO berries. His sister. Mrs. Grace De- to Bath recently with Albert
priced to give you—
Store window of some of the plays Radio picture, tentatively called Orsay and daughter Oertrude came Harjula to visit relatives. Return
of the Pine Tree Stagers appear- "Stunt Man."
frcm Waterville, for the occasion. ing. a trip was made to Fort Wil
liam Henry cf historical interes'
WAS
NOW
Near the lighthouse, the party had
the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Faith
1 Gen. Electric Mixer and Juicer, $18.95 $14.95
Ulmer Brown and Miss Dorothy
1 Deluxe Hoover Cleaner with attach
Frost of Rockland. Miss Ina An
ments,
96.00 59.50
derson stayed at the nearby Hotel
1 Dominion Beater (for eggs, cream,
Pemaquid where she will be em
ployed during the summer.
frostings),
5.95
3.95
The Sewing Club met Monday
1 Metal Dc3k Lamp, indirect,
5.85
2.95
night with Miss Katherine Gil1 Ivory Millpr 1. E S. Table Lamp,
8.50
chrest, Thomaston. Mrs. Arthur
5.95
Harjula of Quincy. Mass., was spe
12 Miller Brass End Table Lamps,
2.95
1.95
cial guest.
Refreshments were
*1 G. E. 5-7ube Radio,
24.95
9.95
served.
Melvin Torpacka. on 10-day leave
1 Ivory I E. S. Bridge Lamp,
6.75
4.95
from Winthrop. Mass., radio sta
1 3-Way Boudoir Floor Lamp,
8.50
4.95
tion. arrived Monday to visit his
2
Miller
3
-Way
Floor
Lamps,
14.50
9.95
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Tor
packa.
1 Toastmaster Toast and Jam Set, 17.95
16.95
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Hurd of
1 Toastmaster Hospitality Set,
19.95
17.95
South Thomaston called Sunday at
1
Universal
Urn
Set
with
tray,
Harjula's.
sugar and creamer,
14.95
10.95
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson en
tertained witli a supper Monday in
1 Dominion Twin Waffle Iron,
7.95
5.95
honor of the birthday of their son
4 G. E. Coffee Maker and Coffee
William. Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Dispenser,
5.95
3.95
Arthur Harjula and daughters Syl
2
Universal
Ovens
“
The
Perfect
via and Elaine of Quincy, Mass,
A Chorus Group in "Billroy’s Comedians’’
Baker,”
29.95
24.95
Miss Helen Hilt of Wiley's Corner,
1 Universal Oven (demonstrator,
A group of beautiful chorines in
The en»ire gamut of the musical other entertainment efforts and is and Misses Helen and Dorothy
slightly used),
29.95
19.95
the cast of Billroys Comedians, the revue, night club and radio enter the leading amusement event of the Johnson and William Johnson.
Mrs. Annie Kyllonen of Waldo
• All items except this one are subject to our Liberal Budget Plan.
most eye-filPihg stage show ever to tainment fields is covered in this one season.
massing of the world’s finest pro
Never in the annals of tented stage boro is making good recovery at
be presented under canvas, is pic
gram ever to tour in a tented the presentation has a show of this mag Knox Hospital following an opera
tured above Tliey and many more atre. Billroy’s Comedians offer a nitude been presented at popular tion.
of their talented sisters all add to cast of 80 people, presenting 15 fea- prices, with ladies free when accomMany have started haying. Not
the visions of feminine level ness to tured vaudeville acts, and starring! panied by one paid adult admission lack of moisture, but lack of sun
be found In Billroy’s. 194O's tgrilling exotic Luana, sensational Latin- j The doors of the big tent open at shine up to this week, and last fall's
theatrical extravaganza, which ap American dancer in her unique 7.15 p. in.. with the overture follow drought have caused a poor crop on
84-95
pears in Rockland tonight, for one offering, "The Danse Savage.’’ ing at 7.30, and the curtain is nt old fields. New fields have fared
performance only
better
Biilroy's Comedians towers above 8 I9 sharp.

IN SOCIETY

Inventory Reduction Sale
Bargain Prices

Billroy’s Comedians Tonight Only

ven settlers, having come to the
NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stanley of Island from Duxbury, Mass.
He attended the High School the
Cranberry Isle were weekend guests
first year is was established. A man
of Mrs. Katherine Duncan.
of strength and unusual physique
Mrs Nellie Pease and family of
he made a success of both fishing
Suffield. Conn., are occupying their
and farming which were his life oc
Summer home here.
cupations. He was one of the
Clara Waterman of Swampscott1 charter members of the North Ha
has arrived for a Summer vacation 1 ven Grange. A likeable man, hls
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. home was always a center for both
C. E. Waterman. Miss Waterman i young and old. attracted by his hos
was accompanied here by two girl j pitality, and his cheerful personal
companions for a brief period.
ity. He loved njusic. As he sailed
Edna Waterman and friend Geor hls boat in and out of Pulpit Har
gia were in town for thc weekend, bor his lusty voice was often heard
visiting relatives.
singing some Ocspel hymn in which
Avis Blacklngton of Rockland he delighted. A good man and citi
was guest Sunday at the home of zen, a good neighbor friendly and
her uncle. Jesse Brown.
kind, a good friend, hls death is a
distinct loss to the community.
Will Sampson
Mr. Sampson is survived by hls
Will Sampson, a native of this
wife,
and his son Frank.
town, and one of its most highly
Funeral services were held at the
esteemed citizens died Thursday at
home Saturday conducted by Rev.
his home on the Middle road.
Mr. Sampson was born Sept. 10. Henry F. Huse. Burial was in the
1872 upon the homestead farm family lot in thc Fuller Cemetery,
where before him his father had Tlie bearers were eight nephews, Alresided, and his grandfather, who vah and Neal Carver of North Con
was one of the earliest North Ha- way, N. H.. Lloyd Whitmore, Garnnet Thornton, Lawrence and Owen
berta Holbrook are employed at Grant, Harland Gregory and Levon
Witham's Lobster Pound for the Godfrey of Thomaston.

Summer
Mr. and Mrs Philip Spear of New
York are spending a vacation in
this vicinity, dividing their time
with visiting her mother, Mrs
Barnard in Rockland and his
mother. Mrs. L. True Spear.
Mrs. Julia Johnson of Vlnalha
ven is visiting her sister, Mrs. Wil
liam Whitney. Her daughter Miss
Joan Johnson is visiting Mr and
Mrs. Richard Welch ln Camden.
Work on the foundation of the
Hofer cottage which is being erected
on Beech Ilill Summit is nearing
completion and work on the super
structure will begin soon.
Mrs. Herbert Crockett entered
upon her duties at Hotel Edwards
Friday where she has been em
ployed for several seasons.

UNION
Mrs. Myrtle Watts with children
June and Samuel Watts and Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Watts spent the
holiday in Lawrence and Taunton,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mitchell of
Rockland are occupying the Lamson rent.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Doten, Mr.
and Mrs. Baker, Miss Blanch Doten
and friend of Augusta were at their
cottage here Sunday.
Mrs Edith Cameron and son
Dor-ald were Augusta visitors Sun
day.
Several of the farmers are busy
harvesting their strawberries and
report a fine crop.

BUY NOW

-'SAVE!
Ju/tf Clearance

firestone
TIRES
ANO YOUR
OLD TIRE
1H1S may be your last
hanceto purchase these
imous tires at these low
rices! Don't wait! During
;
lis big July Clearance Sale j
ou can still buy at rockottom prices. Let us equip /
our Car with a complete
et of these great tires —
uilt with the patented
irestone construction
eatures and carrying a
written Lifetime Guarantee.
x>me in today!

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

yirofowe convoy
4.7S/S.00-19

1.25/5.50-11

>gX8

1.00/14

Every Firestoae
Tire carries a

$705

AND YOUR OLD TIRE

COMPARE
Quality • Price
Guarantee

written lifetime
guarantee — not
limited to 12,18 or
24 months, but for
the full life of the
tire without time
or mileage limit.

firestone
STANDARD TIRES >
SIZE

PRICE

4.41/tun
4.71/LM-II
LII/LM-17
Ml-11

$5.85
6.04
7.39
8.06

GET OUR tOkV PRICES ON THE FAMOUS

FIRESTONE STANDARD

TRUCK

TIRES

Litton to tho Voice of Firestone with Richard Crooks, Margaret Speaks
and the Firestone Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Alfred
Wallenstein, Monday evenings, over Nationwide N.B.C. Red Network.

Sto Firestone Champion Tiros made in the Firestone Factory
and Exhibition Bniiding at tho New York World’s Fair.

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
Mr. and Mrs. John Gatti and son
Donald of Lebanon, Conn., are
spending 10 days at thq Lovejoy
camp at Crawford Pond. Miss
Priscilla Lovejoy, who has returned
for the remainder of the Summer, is
with them.

OCl ETY.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford I-add, who
Enroute to Caribou for a visit with
ler father, Miss Helen Trask of Long have been guests for a fortnight of
sland, N. Y„ was a guest last Fri- Mr. and Mrs W. C. Ladd, have re
tay of her brother, Elmer E. turned to New York.
Trask, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl, who
Major and Mrs. Abraham Thomp have been staying at their Mcgunson, who have recently assumed ticook Lake cottage for the past two
hargrof the Salvation Army in this months, are at their home on
,'lty, are in New Brunswick on a Oranite street for a short time.
acation

Miss Maricn Ludwick went Sat
urday to Lake Winnepesaukee, N.
H„ to visit Miss Dorothy Tutt'.e cf
Providence, her roommate at Bates
College. She will then go to Camp
Laughing Loon in East Waterboro,
where she will be guc-t for a week
cf MLss Ruth Rhodes of Springfield.
Mass.

Miss Kathleen Dean re-entered
Knox Hospital Saturday for an
other blood transfusion She went
this morning to Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, for fur
ther examination and treatment.
She was accompanied by her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dean,
her nurse and Mis. Charles D.
Miss Elizabeth F Reed, regent el North.
Pemaquid Chapter, D.A.R., BoothOpportuni.y Class met Thursday
bay, invites the officers of Lady
Knox Chapter, Rockland, to be her night at the home of Mrs. Margaret
guests at the Field Day celebration Adams, North Main street, with 30
next Saturday. The meeting ls to be members and five guests present.
at the residence of Mrs. D. Paul Sixty-seven calls were reported and
Burleigh Conkling. Oven's Mouth, business was discussed The fol
Boothbay, at 2 p. m. "As you motor lowing program was presented:
to Boothbay from Wiscasset you will Readings by Mrs. Helen McKinney.
s?e a green letter-box with name Miss Alice McIntosh, Miss Edwina
'Conkling' and a Flag; turn in Jipson, Mrs. Louise Ingraham and
there." The program for the day Mrs. Elvie Wooster; vocal duets by
consists of roll call "Cameos," under Mrs. Helen McKinney and Mrs.
direction of Miss Mary A Kenniston Lorna Pendleton, and Mary Rich
Speakers are to be Miss Margaret ards and Muriel Adams; songs by
McIlroy, State Regent; Mrs. Arthur members of the Vacation Bible
M. Gosline, State Vice Refgent; and Schcol, Barbara Kaler and Barbaia
Col. Frank E Lowe. Invited guests Clark. Refreshments were served
are officers of Koussinoc Chapter, by thc hostesses Mrs. Adams. Mrs.
Augusta, and Lady Knox Chapter, Eda Post and Mrs. Elizabeth Wil
liamson.
Rockland.

Mr. and Mrs. Thurston P.
Blodgett and son Peter Edward of
New York city, who are occupying a
cottage at Bucksport for this sea
son. were guehts Sunday of Mrs.
Blodgett s parents. Mr. and Mrs. V.
A. Leach.

Miss Betty McAlary is spending
few days in Old Town.
Mr and Mrs. Harry M. Keating
>f Lee. Mass., are in the city on their
innual Summer visit, guests at Mrs.
lattie Keating’s.

Mrs. Carl O. Nelson and daugh
ter, Miss Greta Nelson, are home
rom Forest Lake, w’here they made
i fortnight's visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Smest McCrumb.
Charles E. McAuliffe and son
iarle have returned from New
York.
The M. M Griffin summer cottage
it Spruce Head was the scene of a
lolly picnic party Saturday night.
Quests of the Griffins: Mrs. Helen
3. Perry. Mrs. Leo S Brault, Miss
Katherine Keating, Miss Chrlstol
ameron. Maurice Ginn, Mrs. Israel
Snow, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Look,
Mr. and Mrs. R S Sherman. Mr.
tnd Mrs 6. W. Delano, Mr. and
Mrs Harry M Keating, and Mr. and
Mrs. Griffin.

Advertising SPECIAL •
on Electric IROXEKS •

Saiini) You .S///.2.9
&

Sit down
and rest
yourself!
7

Electric Ironers are one
of the hardest of electric
appliances to sell.

Why?
know.
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Frankly we don't

Clark Island Couple Celebrate

This And That

KNITTING FOR RED CROSS
The wool room at the head of
thc stairs in the Glover Building
1 across from Sheldon s Drug store
w 11 be open Tuesdays and Thurs
days from 2 to 4 p. m.
All wool for sweaters will be dis' tributed from there and completed
garments left there for shipping.
Contributions for the wool fund
may be left at The Courier-Gazette
offl e, or the room, or checks made
out to Knox County Chapter,
American Red Cross Wool Fund.
J. L. 8.

Cuba has perfected a process for
producing cellulose and vegetable Wjnny|.|. wiggin
fibres from native plants and this
William Titcomb Wiggln, 67, re
ls a long step forward ln this line.
tired stonecutter, died at his home
in North Jay, July 7.
"Too many rounds of pleasure al
He was born in South Thomaston,
ways weaken the ladder of success."
May 6. 1873, son of Henry and Eliza
beth M.rison Wiggln Educated in
Belfast has entertained Louise Thomaston schools. Mr Wiggin was
Homers delightful daughter this apprenticed as a stonecutter at the
season. Mr. and Mrs. William M. age of 16. He followed this trade
Doerflinger. They are searching j ^~u ill health forced hls retirement
for material for a book of sea four years ago. Mr Wiggin was a
chanties and lumberjacks which he resident of North Jay 36 years.
is writing while she is busy on a
He leaves hls wife, Florence Wood
book of experiences in China re Wiggln, whom he wed Jan. 22, 1916.
cently.
and two sons by a former marriage,
Oliver Wiggin of Rockland and
What a beautiful memorial to a Frank Wiggin of Sudbury, Mass.
public spirited and fine citizen, are
A family group, snapped at the golden wedding celebration, with the guests of honor in the foreground.
the lovely pollyanthus roses or.
—Photo by Blackinton.
(More Personals on Page Six)
The Copper Kettle grounds that
Mr and Mrs. Charles E. Baum, tips of whose branches were coins exact. His birds and ships have
Mrs. Samuel Lawry took such de
Mrs Ardie Johnson and son Rich
long-time residents of Clark Island, wraPPe<1
Elided paper. The guest, attracted wide attention and many
light ii growing for the Joy of all ard have returned from Tenants
bock was in charge of Mrs. A. C. have found eager purchasers.
celebrated their golden wedding anMrs. Baum is a native of St. who pass that way. Best deeds Harbor where they were tlie guests
Hocking.
Gifts ln addition to
niversary Saturday night, and 225
included a wide assortment George. Her maiden name was live, bbss'ng others through the of Mrs. Emma Williams.
friends attending the public recep-' q£ linen, china sets, flowers, etc.' Georgina McConchie, and she was years.
Mrs. Lina Carroll was hostess at
tion in thc town hall, helped make pnends from everywhere sent tele- a daughter of James and Christine
Benches and scats are needed for the beano party held in Grand Arinv
it a merry and memorable affair.
grams and cards.
McConchie. She is an active mem'
In its long history the town hall
<j^e refreshments included two ber of the Episcopal Church ett' □per. air pieces In the city. If hall Monday afternoon, sponsored
has never looked more beautiful, large bridal cakes, ice cream, con-1 joys excellent health and is quite every club would co.t'ibute ono by f.uth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.
thanks to the decorative efforts cf fectionery, etc.
as proud of her skill in making seat vhit a help that would be in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bluien and
Mrs. Ernest Rawley and Mrs. Leslie, Among the guests who came from hooked rugs as her husband is in the good Summer days to get
I daughter Ross of Waterbury, Conn
people
'it',
ol
doors.
Bar
Harbor
Milne. The stage was banked with a distance were Mr. and Mrs. R. his wood carving.
I have returned home after rpending
evergreen trees, and standing out in Qauvin and daughter Joan of Deep
Mr. and Mrs. Baum were married has an increased number of bench
1 the weekend with relatives.
es
and
seats
for
wayfarers
and
bold relief were two large wedding River. Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. L. J. at the parsonage in St. George by
any why would rest a bit in the
bells separated by an arch of gold.1 Crowe of Lonsdale. R. I., and Mr. j Rev. Mr. Dunbar.
Members and husbands of Chrlstbearing the significant numerals i and Mrs. Baylus Shomaker of New ! They have four children—Mrs. open. A good example.
• • • •
mas Sewing Club, were entertained
"50.” The windows were ernamen:- 1 York.
Lizzie Imlach of Long Cove and
Poss bit rot everyone knows that recently at picnic supper served on
ed with geld crepe paper, fastened
Charles Edwin Baum was born George. Everett and Baylus Baum
the origin of the r.amt Kiwanis | the lawn by Mr. and Mrs. Dcnald
back with apple blossoms
ln Belfast, Ireland. March 13. 1868. 1 of Clark Island.
goes back to 1914 when movement ! Karl at Megunticook Lake. SpeAt the stroke of 8 the members of
of joseph and Harriet Baum. |
started in Detroit. Th- meaning I eial guests were Mr. and Mrs Cllfthe family marched into the hall The granite industry was destined 1
headed by Mr. and Mrs Baum, who' -0 dominate his active years. He : Miss Flora Titcomb of Portland, of the word was made to suit this ford Ladd of New York city, Edward
great thought, “We build.' The i Ladd and bride of Camden and
heard again the Bridal Chorus frcm ! came t0 this country in the early 1
was a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. original name Kee-Wanis from Mr. and Mrs. Hcrvcy Allen
Lohengrin, as played at the piano 3pring of 1884 and imediately be- Oliver B. Ingraham, while they
------by Mrs. Harriet Rawley. Mrs. Mabvl gan working at the trade which he were spending two weeks’ vacation which Kiwanls is t.-iccn meant "to ]
make oneself known, to impress
Mr and Mrs. Fred J Backer, wno
Wilson sang "I Love You Truly" i had learned on -the old sod.
at their cottage at Norton's Pond
and "Whispering Hope " The guests i Hjs flrst employment was in For the next two weeks the cottage oneself." This spelling was altered I liavo been guests at thc Stanley
chimed ln with that popular and! Albany „ Y but the migratory- is rented to Mr. anti Mrs. Frank and the designation adopted offi- house, returned yesterday to New
cially in January 1915. The name , York.
appropriate selection "Put On Your habits so common to the stone cut
Bussey of Cranford. N. J.
is derived from old Indian folk I
-----Old Gray Bonnet."
ter were upon him. and his subse
Frederick Chick of Cornish, who lore
Mrs. A. F. Warner of Plymouth,
That indispensable Scotch quartc', | quent movements were almost
has been the guest of his aunt. Mrs.
....
Mass., and Mrs Margaret Smith of
comprising William Imlach,
s|
wUh (heir sudden and far.
Thomas C. Store for a week, re
Frank’in, Mass., who have been
Cant, Gilbert Auld and John Reid flung changes. The following year
In a recent sermon by a brilliant
turned home Sunday.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. W Smith
sang several numbers and there were found him among the granite hills
minister, this was said, "II we
Broad street, have returned home.
accordion selections by James Cant, of .....................
Missouri; the.......
Summer of '85 at ,( At a family dinner party, given prrachers would dig deepfr during
Mrs. Gilbert Auld was the piano ac-j
WaWo in Majne. gt Vinglhaven Sunday by Mr and Mr, Mjcnaei the week we would not bore so
Mr and Mrs J. Lester Greenlaw,
companist. Thc old-time dances
companis
„_______ ,
'....
........ .
.
ln the Summer of 86; thence to Palms, of New Yoik and Rockland. much on Sundays." Of course that who were weekend guests cl Mrs.
were a revelation to thc younger
Clark Island, and on the Fall of at their apartment cn Brewster would not apply to Rockland clergy. 1 Carrie Waltz, returned yesterday to
persons piesent—keenly enjoyed by
I North Haven.
86 back to Missouri; batk to street, thc engagement was an
the onlookers as well as the partici
The truest wealth is that of tlie ,
_____
Clark Island in the Spring of '87; nounced of their daughter. Miss
pants.
a Summer's work in North Chelms Anne Marie Palma, to John Leo. ! |X'r(ecl understanding so says an ! Mrs. Maude Cables entertained
old proverb. Think on this.
j the Sewing Circle of Ruth Mayhew
At the guest table was a "pot of
ford. Mass.; back to Long Cove son cf Mrs. Paula and the late
gold." an inspection of which re
! Tent last Friday night with ten
and Clark Island, where he re Frank Leo. The wedding will take
vealed a bundle of banknotes, tied
Plywood
is
being
used
for
many
members present. The patcliword
place in the Fall.
mained until 1833.
with a golden ribbon. Also Inspiring
new purposes. Wall panelling ls squares were completed Tonight
Came the memorable strike
awe and admiration was the gilded
- the members will meet with Ada
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Ingraham one, and it is most effective.
which lasted from 1892 until 1894.
pot containing a gilded tree, on ’he
•
•
•
•
: Payson to finish the top. AU
recently
entertained
the
"store
since which time Mr. Eaum has
Mrs. Dobbs: "Her daughter’s get- Daughters are welcome,
spent most of his active years at crowd" of thc V. A Leach Co. at
ting married, ain’t that nice?'
| —_____----------- — ------ __
Clark Island, where he retired four their Norton's Pend cottage P cnic
Wednesday-Thursday
Mrs. Boggs: "What? The daugh
years ago because of an ancient supper by the out cf dcors fireplace
enemy by the name of Rheumatism was enjoyed cards and games ter that is working? Oh, tliat s
GRAPHIC S
|—
terrible"
During his long career as a granite rounding out a happy evening
cutter he had worked mostly on
Mr. and Mr: Hiram fl Bums I Sherlock Holmes Speaks
paving and knew tlie blocks as a
THEATRE
and daughter Jean of Newport. R I First rolling pin victim A skull
professor knows his letters.
,
Cd.nden
Tel. 251/
was found in Oklahoma recently
I.,
have
been
spending
a
few
days
He presided many years over the
which experts say probably was
destinies of thc Clark Island Pav at the Humphrey Cabins, while j
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
that of the flrst white man in the
calling
on
friends.
Mr.
Burns
was
|
ing Cutters Iniernational Union.
JOAN CRAWFORD
a former resident of Camden street, j Indian territory. The skull con
Robert YOUNG
Fraternal organizations held a
I KLIH.RIC MARCH
tained several deep dents, show
this
being
his
first
visit
in
30
years.
J
Maureen O'SULLIVAN strong interest for him. >He was a
in
ing
that
he
was
a
married
man.
—
He will be well remembered as
past noble grand of St. George first cornetist in thc Bontult Or- I
Lewis STONE
Altoor.a Tribune.
“
SUSAN
AND GOD"
WILLIAM CANCAN Lodge, I.O.OF., a member of
• • • •
chestra.
LYNNE CARVER
Rockland Encampment and Eureka
Somebody once remarked to
Lodge, FAM. of St. George.
NOW PLAYING
Grimm that his children must be
His
long
career
in
the
granite
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
the happiest in the world since they
JOHN GARFIELD
trade was without accident, but
Added
lived ln the midst of fairy tales.
ANNE SIIIRI-EY
WHAT'S YOI'R I. Q.
eight years ago he figured in an
Grimm replied by telling how
ill
automobile collision which lingers
NOW PLAYING
one day his son was told by a friend
“
Saturday
’s Children”
in his memory.
“ANDY HARDY MEETS DEB"
that his father had written the fa
MICKEY ROONEY
He never sought or held political
mous fairy stories.
Short Subjects' Day
JUDY GARLAND
office, but admits that he has been
The
boy
would
not
believe
it,
and
CASH
NIGHT, $140.00
KATHERINE'S
"mixed up in politics."
ran to his father saying, "Tliey say j
BEAUTY SHOP
He prides himself in thc fact
you write those fairy stories; sure- j
666 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND ly you never invented such silly
that he has always been a law(Blakr Block)
abiding citizen; prides himself, also
rubbish?"—Edinburgh Dispatch
TEL. 1120
in
his
skill
as
a
wood-carver,
talent
• • • •
Shows: Mat. 2: Fvg. 6.45 and MS
Katherine 8mall. Prop.
Continuous Saturda) 2 15 to 10.45
for which was discovered in re- j
A rattlesnake docs not always
Sunday Mat. J— Daylight Time
cent years—10 years ago to be
warn^ieforc striking. He shakes
Nightly at 8.00
his tan, upon which the rattles are
ALI THIS WEEK
Today and Wednesday
attached, because of nervous exMatinee Saturday, July 30
j citcment or fear. If he Is sur
prised so quickly that here is no
LILLIAN FOSTER
time for nervous excitement to
Naturalistic
| cause tne tail to vibrate, he will
“CHILDREN OF TODAY”
i strike without scundir.g his ominBy Frederic and Fanny Hatton
dus warning.
• • • •
Week Beginning Mon., July 23
He that does good to another,
Lakewood Players Present
i docs good also to himself; not only
Allen
Boretz's Farce Comedy
, in thc consequence, but In thc very
act of doing it; for thc conscious[ r.css of well doing is an ample re
ward—Seneca,
$7 Deluxe Oil
• • • •
Permanent
She wears a twinkle in her eye.
/
THURSDAY
, It shines so bright and flashes fire!
ft takes my heart and makes it sing,
Laugh Tonic!
Funnier than "Room Service"
j And fills my soul with selfish ire,
with
put HtRSHDLT
Reg. $10.00
JOYCE ARI.1NG
j That I unworthy may not wing
Dr. CHRISTIAN
Supreme
ALBERT HACKETT
I My wretched self to her desire.
LOUISE CAMPBELL
THE WOMEN
Push Up Wave
K. S. F.
GRANT MILLS

1

C omiquE

It eases up one of the
worst drudge jobs in the
home — you actually SIT
DOWN and “glide” the table
cloths, sheets, napkins —
yes, even shirts and pleated
dresses (when you get ex
perienced).

The Electric Ironer permits you to do a full day’s ironing in a matter

of two or three hours.

SO — Here's the SENSATIONAL advertising offer—
We have purchased three cars of the latest type Easy Electric Ironer
to sell at $66.66 for an “advertising special” and a bargain no woman
should pass up. The Ironer is easily worth $84.95.
Will you try a free trial
demonstration in your
own home?
No obliga
tion whatsoever.

Strand ®

(AKcwggd

GILBERT’S

\

DOWN

Balance

Monthly

CASH $66.66

OIL
Permanent

‘THE HARD
WAY”

$3.00

AIDS

3gc

‘"ZA
Levitt
* S Dorethy
EQ»< Kimlr

*< Red LiRocqca
fraik Albirttia

RKO RADIO
Picture

A STEPHEN J IANG Production

Plus Tally-Ho, $25.

CENTRAieWdNE

POWtOXbOkPAMY

I

rrMAIN ST„ ROTKLANI), PIIONF. 142

J

a >

yariaft
P) O C A V

A H »

It takes what ls called an echo
sounder, an Instrument which, ob
taining 10 soundings a second, can
draw a perfect profile of the bot
tom of the ocean. Thus they make
a map of the ocean bottom that
ls absolutely correct

All Seats 75c and $1.10
tax included
DANCES EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT

FENTON BROTHERS

Every-Other-Day
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Comfort Mitchell. The story of a
courageous woman who endures
THE LYRIC MUSE
1 The closing performance of ithe
! many hardships early in her mar
Donn Fendler To Be a
comedy "f*burnum Grove" which
riage to help her husband make a
Guest At the Lakewood
has
had
such
a
successful
run
at
I success of his dairy ranch, and who
Annual Meeting
the Boothbay Playhouse will take
later faces problems arising from
place tonight.
her grown children's lives. A novel
Aug. 10 is Ute date for the third
Wednesday. July 17. a guest of
of character-building set against
annual Twin Party to be staged
national
Importance
will
address
a background of present-day Cali
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
at Lakewood.
the Boothbay Playhouse audience
fornia. You won't want to miss
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Publication Limited to Brief
Guest of honor at the 1940 party
just
before
the
curtain
rises
on
the
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m. this interesting novel.
Poems
will oe Donn Fendler, the Boy
• • • •
opening
performances
of
Clifford
Quietly My Captain Waits, by
of Original Composition
Two former Rockland steam- Block Island 15 minutes ahead of
Scout who was lost on Katahdin
i Goldsmith's hilarious comedy of
Books are masters who instruct Evelyn Eaton. The story of a
By Subscribers
boats,
the
Maine
Central's
erstwhile
[
the
'Pemaquid'
on
this
return
trtp
j High School life "What A Life."
and hls twin brother, Ryan. Both
us without rods or farules, with great and noble woman, Madame
crack
"Pemaquid"
and
the
former
11
was
surprised
to
see
both
boats
are
honorary members of the state
Mrs. Fannie E. Stone, the oldest
out words or anger, without bread de Freneuse whose high-spirited
.
SUMMER RAIN
Eastern Steamship luxury day boat | coming up the harbor at the same
organization.
postmistress in point of service,
or money. If you approach them charm will captivate all readers of
|For The Courier-Gazette]
| "Westport," are coming to grips time and then to see that the •PernThe twins el ;< ted Lieut. John 1
having served 46 years at the Edgetliey are not asleep; if you seek today. She defied the conventions
Summer rain falls down through night
Edward
Marks and Officer Charles
comb
postoffice
before
retirement
Neath
the
darkened
mountain
height;
them they do not hide; If you of her small world, but her charac
Falls like sliver spears through trees last winter, was singularly honored,
Frederica Marks of the Maine Sta’e
blunder, they do not scold; if you ter and wit served her to win her
Gently swaying ln the breeze;
Police, the "twin cops" to arrange
Ruffles grass and singing pine
upon leaving the USA employ, by
are Ignorant, they do not laugh at ends, whether in the ballroom of
Whispering to the columbine
for the pare.de; the Petrie twins,
tlie Honorable James A. Farley
you.—Richard DeBury
the Governor's palace, or in the
Grass and flowers bend so low
Robert and Raymond of South
• • • •
when
he
visited
Augusta
and
ar

As the silver torrents flow
smoky tepees of an Indian camp.
And the tall reeds hum their song
Portland ’o ess st James B. Caswell
ranged
a
meeting
with
Mrs.
Stone.
We are greeting many old friends Her story will place her with the
To the startled woodland throng
of Augus'.i in arranging a program
Gathered at the water's edgi
Afterwards, Mr. Farley sent Mrs.
and meeting some new ones from great women in the history of the
Near the frowning shoreI of ledge
featuring water sports; Mrs. Nellie
Stone
copies
of
photographs
that
our Summer colony. The library New World. Quietly my Captain
Then the deluge pours in vain
were taken at the time, and a let-1 Do you recognize this portrait of W. Hinckley of Hinckley to plan
Down the roadway, cross the plain;
extends to its many guests, non j Waits will take its place with
Dashes farm house windows bright
ter of commendation which Mrs.
former well beloved Rockland' the banquet program and Mrs.
resident privileges. By paying a “Gone with the Wind and "All
'Till the sky Is streaked with light
And the sun shines far and wide
Stone considers a crowning achieve citizen. Prominent in business, and | Ralph Burrill of Canaan to arrange
small fee. Summer visitors are en This and Heaven Too. '
On the rain drenched country-side
ment of her life, a life enriched by dearly loved music and hunting,
for the banquet.
titled to borrow books during their
Maurice P Hill
Grandmother O Kyo, by Etsu SuIt was decided to follow the same
Rockland
the
service
she
has
given
to
her
slay ln our vicinity.
glmoto. A moving novel of Mod
country. In shore "What A Life." Aldrich, made famous by Effd i general program as at the two pre• • • •
MKKM
ern Japan. The central figure.
Mr. Farley has been invited to Stone in the Broadway presenta- j vlous parties with elimination conOur Summer Reading Club con
SUMMER
Grandmother OKyo is 88 years
share honors with Mrs. Stone on ' tion.
(
I For Tflte Courier-Gazette]
I tests to select the prettiest twins;
tinues to grow ln popularity. Each
old; who. with one grandson in
I heard the sound of church bells
the occasion of her appearance, and
------------------the oldest, youngest, the ones who
day brings some new member. Sev
A» 1 roamed the country lame
business, and another fighting in
i look the most alike and those who
if the approaching convention pre- NORTH WARREN
eral children have already read
And the air was sweet and heavy
a war with which she has little
Scent of clover after rain.
vents his attendance, a message
work has begun on the road, ln- I look the least alike.
the required number of books to
Miracle. I thought when branches.
sympathy, looks with the eyes of
Through the winter brown and bare. from him to Mrs. Stone will be ■ c]U£ji^g me (Ming in at tlie foot J
------------------receive their certificate. With
Caught my eye. all decked ln beauty.
old Japan upon a changing modern
read. When the Playhouse in- ; 0{ ubby Hill and repairing the i Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Lovely sight that aU may share
nearly two more months to go,
world. Interestingly written, and
formed Mrs Stone that the man- curves jn preparation for tarring Hart have been signed by RKO
Far across the spreading meadows
there is still time for those who
Where a verdant carpet lay
true to modern Japanese life. A
particu- Wesley Tolman, Eugene Tolman, Radio to write the music for "They
wish, to join. What is more pleas
Flashing wings reflect the sunlight— agement had chosen this
story you won't want to miss.
Bright wildflowers nod and sway.
lar play for the occasion of pre- Wlllts Moody jr ancj otto Bow- Met in Argentina,” big feature to
ant on a hot day than a shady
Tiny pools of crystal water
France at War. by W Somerset
senting her because it felt that she d
are at pcrt Williams, Portland. ; star Maureen O Hara and Alberto
Mirrored deep blue of the sky.
nook and a good book!
Nature dre-sed In all her splendor
Maugham. The author, after spend
• • • •
had
had
WHAT
a
life,
Mrs.
Stone
for
annua
j military training.
Vila, noted South American singer
And 60 pleasing to the eye.
replied, "Oh,
Albert Hill Is home for the Sum- ' nnd aetor.
Books to good to miss; Life’s a ing six weeks making a survey of
Rote B Hupper
Tenants Harbor
HAVE had."
Circus, by Lady Eleanor Hamilton. France at war. where he visited
mer.
1 *
r r » r
The Government of Panama has
military
and
naval
bases,
factories,
Tlie Playhouse production of
The autobiography of the daugh
BEAUTIFUL DREAM
What A Life July 17-20, will star
Eire Is shioping many shoes to tightened Its radio broadcast ing
ter of the Earl of Birkenhead, who munition plants, refugee camps,
(For The Courier-Gazette]
regulations.
John Allyn in tlie part of Henry England.
has written the account of her own and where he talked to general,
I waked yester mom from a beautiful
peasants,
and
all
classes
of
men.
colorful life with vividness, humor
dream
That gave me a thrill all day long
and sympathy. Unable to deny tells in this brief volume how
I dreamed that a man once a friend In
my youth
the blood of her gypsy great-grand France Is facing the greatest strug
But had become then an enemy
NOTHING LIKE A
mother she presents a fascinating gle of her life. It is a record of
strong
courage
and
determination.
picture of the gypsies with whom
Refusing to speak to me many long
THAT EXTRA SMOKING IN
SLOW-BURNING CAMEL
years
Richard Halliburton; His story of Here is "Westport” under full speed on Bass Harbor Head in the good old
she lived in England, Spain and
Was now reconciled from hls hate
CAMELS
IS NICE ECONOMY, TOO*
FOR EXTRA Ml LON ESS
5 Forgetting the grudge he had nursed
the Balkans Intensely interesting his life s adventures. Richard Haldays. Photo presented by Jay Allen.
In hls heart
AND EXTRA FLAVOR
I The gall of hls soul's secret state
Failure of a Mission.
Neville Henderson. The personal , letters that he had written to his i these days on the Block Island run.1 aquid' was far In the lead! How He asked me to come and to dine in
hls home
narrative of the events leading up ; parents—from hls flrst runaway
'Pemaquid ' makes two round she did rip up the harbor with a j He walked with me friendly and ]
JJ JiJJJj
talked with me kind
to the Second World War, written trip to Europe to the last message trips daily between Block Island "bone in her teeth:’ She came in j A pleasing
and amiable heart close to 1
mine
by Mr Henderson, British Ambas- from the "Sea Dragon" on its ill- and New London, Conn., under )to her landing without any blast
sodor to Berlin during 1937 to 1939. fated trip across the Pacific. A ownership of Sound Steamship of her whistle, apparently too in-, whlt’^y m'S^V’t^ui^’as' together
we talked
The facts themselves are taken en book all Halliburton lovers will Lines, Inc The attractive folder dignant to talk. When the "West
Beholding each other anew
1 MILDNESS
want
to
read.
sent
the
writer
by
Doris
Whitman
port'
docked
she
looked
much
betj
This
gives me my thrill as I wake
tirely from telegrams, dispatches
my
** Worcester,
—.------— says
----- much
----- v. of the ter tjian the -pemaquid' and seemed
rom that
nr’ *sleep
leep
Master At Arms, by Rafael Sa- of
and letters written at the time. It
I know
my dream has come
true.
An exciting adventure beauties of historic Block Island to take her licking with a smile. 1
is a story simply told of his ex batini.
COOLNESS
Allison M Watts
periences in the storm center of story laid in France just before Na but speaks not at all of the virtues, learned the-n that one of the fire- \ Jamaica. Vt
tt It Zt It
the 'Temaquid'' concerning men had passed out on the trip over
poleon came into power. The hero, of
Modern History'.
FIAVOR
ENGLAND
whose
beauty
and
performance
the
and
had
been
sent
back
to
Provia
fencing
master
in
London,
is
Roman Fountain, by Hugh Wal
[For
The
Courier-Gazette]
dence on one of the other boats ot
pole. Mr. Walpole's recent trip to drawn into intrigues which result writer was always a little cracked
i Some remember England
A handsome 12-page folder of the the Interstate Line.
Rome to report Pope Pius XI s fu in his going back to France to take
' As homeland of the bluebells;
remember England's
neral ar.d the election and crown part in the expedition sent by Eng Interstate Navigation Company.; "I boarded the 'Westport' and Some
Shores filled with rocky dells.
ing of Pacelli as his successor The land to recapture Normandy. A operators of Westport'' and four came up the river on her to Nor- Where cuckoos cry at eventide
skylarks warble ln the sky
other boats, carries an excellent wich. It was a thrill for me that And
Thj, _
lhac
book describes the ceremonies, but good historical novel.
But I remember England
GET THE EXTRAS'* WITH SLOWER-BURNING
With
love light ln my eye;
Books ol the lighter type: Money picture of ''Westport" and the route I shall not soon forget as I have
the author also tells how at the
My mother's mother there was born
beginning of his writing career, he Isn’t Everything by Berta Ruck. she travels dally down the historic not done that for some 15 years, and My father's father flrst saw morn
In sunny England: and my dreams
was influenced by hls stay in Rome. Murder Plus by Carolyn Wells. Rose Thames River from Norwich to the river looked more beautiful For future happiness and cheer
than
I
ever
remember
seeing
it.
So
Is home In England all the year
Block
Island
ia
New
London.
Told in the usual Walpole manner. Goldbraith by Grace Livingston
X S F
The extens on of the service by the "Westport" seemingly has, got
A Southerner Discovers New Eng HilLLutz, There Is Always Love by
Rockland
SMOKES
the
'
/Westport
'
to
Norwich
was
off
with
a
bad
start,
but
plans
are
land. by Jonathan Daniels. This Emilie Loring. Holiday Homicide
PACK!
The Government of Peru has
is a study of the present-day by Rufus King. Hangmans Whip 1
eeconomic conditions in New Eng- 1 by MigonEberhart. The Lady Wepi
adopted the slogan: 'Order. Peace
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
land, as the author saw them dur- ! Alone by Carolyn B Dawson. Danand Work.'
itig a tour of each State, where he ger Trail by Max Brand. Some
talked with Governors, farmers, Day Ill Find You by Margaret
fishermen, workers and the unem Widdemer.
ployed. The result of these talks
is an entertaining and understand RAZORVILLE
ing story of New England.
Harry Kahrmann and family of
Forty Years a Country Preacher, Hartford are here for a couple of
by Rev George B. Gilbgrt. What months. Mrs. Clara Hibbert is
"The Horse and Buggy Doctor'' with them.
did for the country doctor, and
Miss Grace Morrill of Augusta
what "The Country Lawyer’ did who has been visiting at Edith
for the rural lawyer, this book does Overlocks. returned Wednesday
for the country preacher. This to Augusta. They attended church
autobiography is of a man who had Sunday in Union and were visitors
served for over 40 years the rural at Mrs. Sophia Shepard's.
parishes in Connecticut, and is a
Mrs. Rosa Smalley is home from
This is how they packed passengers aboard the "Pemaquid" in New
humorous and interesting record of Union for the blueberry season.
Y ork. Wonder how Cal Vinal would like to take tickets from that crowd.
a life of service.
Ernest Jones of North Grafton, Photo by Graham.
Before Lunch, by Angela Thirkell. Mass., is visiting friends and rela
In her usual setting of English tives here.
hailed with enthusiasm by the many underway here for a moonlight
country-life in Summer, Mrs.
Burnell Overlock and family are steamboat fans on the once well- sail with a parade through the town
Thirkell presents another amusing at their cottage for a few weeks.
served Thames. It remains to be led by the Elks Band. The Captain
novel. She relates the experiences
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Hannan who seen if their good wishes will take has been far more generous with
of a charming young widow and have been occupying the John the practical form of patronage for her whistle since that first Sunday
her two grown step-children who Howard property, are at their home the new venture. From ' Sandy'' morning and the sound of it is sweet
spend the Summer In an English for the haying season.
Adams, well known ln steamboat music through the hills around the
village not far from London. A
circles, comes an Interesting note harbor."
story that readers will And delightTlie sugar industry- of Mauritius concerning "Westport’s" debut on
• • • •
recently gave $33,000 to the British the Thames.
tul and amusing.
Tt was the irony of fate that when
Of Human Kindness, by Ruth Government.
It seems she had been leased by , "Pemaquid" broke down, of all
the government for ferrying soldiers steamboats in the world it had to be
to the forts about Newport. R I. "Westport” which came plowing
and was
released later than along, took over "Pemaquid’s” pasplanned. She arrived at Norwich sengers and mail for that trip and
"SPORTING BLOOD”
.
on the eve of her schedule's start two trips succeeding, playing the
with only a spoonful of coal aboard good Samaritan in general. ConEmergency rations were brought to necticut papers featured this inclher in baskets and she left on time. dent.
but disgraced herself by not blowMr. Adams sent along highly
lng the expected whistle salutes to interesting pictures of both steamthe groups of well wishers along the ers as they appear in present day
shore. The real reason was not service. He also Included a picture
Yes, sir... NO-NOX has been boosted tremendously, as
that she was snooty but because °f “Pemaquid" in 1901 at New LonThose figures up there weren’t drawn haphazardly.
well! To improve this super-fuel at all was some job. For al
the captain didn't dare waste an don, then going by her maiden name
They’re a fair, comparative representation of the tremendous
ounce of his precious steam. She i "Long Island."
ready it was knockproof under all normal driving condi
anti-knock improvement in the new GOOD GULF gasoline.
repaid them in good measure with
Some idea of the rivalry between
tions! But Gulf has raised NO-NOX to a magnificent new
They show you precisely how much this great fuel has been
generous whistle music that night, the two boats may be gained from
high... far, far ahead of any regular gasoline in America. NO
improved.
The
thing
they
don
’
t
show
is
that
even
this
huge
....
the fact that ''Westport'' has
REGULAR GASOLINE—NOT ONE—CAN COMPARE
step-up has not raised the price of GOOD GULF one penny.
barker with a megaphone at New
“I went to New London by car
WITH GULF NO-NOX! Just try it I
London's Union Station and that
See what a big difference it will make in your cart
Monday night to see her <the | youthfu, baggage smasherg and me^.
'Westport')
come
in
there, j senger boys get so much a head for
Although she is scheduled to leave j those they bring aboard.

TWO ROCKLAND STEAMERS CLASH

Boothbay Playhouse

“Uncle Jimmy”

Maine Twin Party

“Pemaquid” and “Westport” Fight It
Out On Block Island Run—Why
“Westport” Didn’t Whistle

CAMELS

Boy! How they’ve stepped

Good Gulf!

That's not the half of it!

Look at

NO-NOX

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y

Preliminary census returns re
leased shew the county now has
Has 752 More Citizens Than
16.255 Inhabitants as compared tu
It Did Under the 1930 Census
15,498 for 1930. Other preliminary
Lincoln County, the tenth of! returns with changes from 1930:
Maine’s 16 counties completed under
Lincoln County—Bristol, 1342
the 1940 census, has increased its down 71.
population by 757 since the census
Robert Young, Maureen O’Sullivan and Lewis Stone appear in the motion
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette,
takers' last decennial check-up.
picture hit of the season, "Sporting Blood,"

cocci "21 Way* to Sara

LINCOLN COUNTV GAINS

►
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Better try these Better Fuels

Money"—This help
ful booklet is yours for the ask
ing at your local Good Culf
dealer's. Get yours, right away
at the Sign of the Gulf Orange
Disci

